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Daft Moist
The
Frew
Tiaseday: Mostly cloudy, with
a high new 50. A 30 percent
chance of rain, mainly before
noon. Southwest wind 6 to 9
mph becoming northwest.
Tuesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 29.
North northwest wind between 6
and 8 mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 42. North northeast wind between 7 and 9 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 27.
Northeast wind around 7 mph.
Thursday: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 41. East wind
around 8 mph.
Thursday Night: A chance of
rain_ Most/y cloudy, with a low
around 35.
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Mayor, council sworn in
Cunningham
administers
office oath
Monday

By TOM MOW
StaN Writer
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks and Murray Youth
Baseball
and
Softball
Association officials took
another step forward Monday
night in reorganizing youth
baseball-softball sports competition for 2011.
During a presentation to
parks board members, Tim
Thurmond and Larry Hall,
MYBSA organizers, said efforts
would include production of a
new sports-play regulation
manual, a website to expedite
communications and on-line
signup for programs as well as
establishment of a dedicated
budget specifically for the new
program under parks board
oversight.
Thumtond, a local businessmen, told parks board members
tie was excited about the new
organization's
ideas
and
pmspects and the people who
have chosen to become a part of
the effort.
"I am very excited about what
is going on," Thurmond said.
"'The quality of the people we
have behind us this first year is
impressive. Very, very impressive."
During the presentation,

p rn

Wells sends thanks
says he wants to I
emulate the best I
.Hy HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
urray Mayor-elect Bill
Wells and the new city.
council were sworn in
by Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Bill Cunningham
Monday in front of a large
audience inside the council
chambers.
Before administering the oath
of office, Cunningham said he
HAVVKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Ttmes
Kentucky Supreme Court Justice Bill Cunningham, center at right
administers the oath of office to Murray Mayor-elect Bill was honored to swear in the
Wells in the council chambers on the second floor of City
new mayor and council
Hail. Below, City council members are sworn In.
because Murray is a special
place to his family, noting that
he had gone to college and
church in the community.
"I never dreamed growing up
visiting Papa in Hazel that I'd
be coming back swearing in the
mayor of Murray,"
Cunningham said. "Bill said he
appreciated me being here; he
doesn't appreciate me being
here nearly as much as 1 appreciate this honor."
After Wells took the oath,
Cunningham swore in the 12
council members. He said that
when he called Wells to congratulate him after he had been
elected, he told him that this
was as popular as he would
ever going to be, and that he
wanted to impart that same
reminder to council.
Wells said his goal for the
next four years is not to win
prizes or defeat opponents, but
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II See Page 2A

Lockout lingers in
Superman's hometown
At the sprawling Honeywell
By The ASSOCIATED MESS
METROPOLIS, Ill. - With a Specialty Materials plant on
Mayberry -meets-Disney Metropolis' outskirts, some
charm, this southern Illinois 230 union workers take turns
town has enthusiastically picketing at the nation's only
claimed Superman as its site for refining uranium for
favorite son.
eventual use in nuclear power
A 15-foot bronze statue of plants. The picketers have
the buff comic-book hero been there since the company
stands in Superman Square, locked out the workers last
just two blocks from a statue June and brought in replaceof an actress who played Lois ments.
Lane. Cartoon kitsch is fesThe strikers are warning of
tooned everywhere to create a possible toxic releases into the
Superman mecca that will community while they're not
bring in tourist dollars. Tens of at their jobs. They have plantthousands turn out each June ed dozens of small, white
for the city's four-day crosses near the highway to
Superman Celebration.
represent workers who have
Yet months of labor turmoil died of cancer, which they say
now threaten to undermine the could be linked to radiation
cheery tourist atmosphere in exposure at the plant. And
this 171-year-old Ohio River nearby stands a giant inflatable
town, due to Metropolis' rat made to represent the coindependence on uranium -related jobs as much as kryptonite. •See Page 2A
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CAROLS AND CHEER: Roger Reichmuth directs a chorus of more
than 30 voices in the
rehearsal of Christmas carols Monday night at the Murray
-Calloway County Transit
Authority. The group later boarded the MCTA Trolley and
traveled to various locations
around Murray to spread Christmas cheer. The group has been
getting together annually
since the early '903.
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II Mayor, council sworn in,
Wells sends thanks...
From Front

Kentucky

News in Brief

CHITiS convinced

to emulate the best. He than
ked
his wife. Anne. mentioning that
their 45th wedding anniversary
had been the day before. Wells
also thanked his daughter,
Shannon Wells, who produces
news for WTVO in Lexington
and could not attend the ceremony because of work, and his
son, Adam.
Wells thanked several old
friends who traveled a long
way to be there, including Bob
Trumpy and John Farthing.
Susan Patton, widow of Wells'
friend,"Spunky" Patton, was
also in attendance. He also
thanked Dr. Constantine
"Deno" Curris, former Murray
State University president and
current chairman of NISU's
Board of Regents, for attending_ He said he and his friends
all pledged to the Sigma Chi
fraternity 47 years ago because

them that was
the place for them.
"For me, these individuals are
the epitome of a definition of a
friend, and for me, a friend is
someone that you can see
through, but you still enjoy the
view," Wells said.
Wells also thanked Leta
Rushing, wife of the late Mayor
Thin Rushing;[Archie Han,
daughter of the late mayor
George Hart; Jo Crass; Eddie
Hunt, his campaign treasurer,
and I-Weft Hunt, his campaign
writer. Lie also thanked John
Dale for his "spiritual chats."
"Finally, 1 would like to thank
the people of Murray who have
put this confidence in me,"
Wells said. "I'll do the best I
can with this opportunity. As
John Dale said on his radio
HAWKINS TEAGUE / L•dgar
& Times
show this morning, let's all
Mayor-elect Bill Wells stands with
his wife, Anne, in the counhave an attitude of gratitude."
cil chambers, following Monday's swe
aring-in ceremony.

Census not expected to reduce political clout
'fly ROGER ALFORD
to redraw political boundaries
Associated Prose
for the next 10 years.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -The last time Kentucky lost a
One of Kentucky's leading
congressional seat was after an
demographers
predicted unfavorable 1990 Census
count.
Monday that the state won't
But even without the loss of a
face the loss of a congressiona
l congressional district, populaseat after the U.S. Census
tion shifts within Kentucky will
Bureau releases fresh populalikely require reconfiguration of
tion totals on Tuesday.
boundmry bees.
it appears from all the inforSecretary of State Trey
mation we have now that when
Gnome said Monday indicadata is released Kentucky will
tions are that population
keep six congressional seats,"
declines in rand communities in
said Ron Crouch, fonner execucanon mad western Kentucky
tive director of the Kentucky
have put existing congressional
State Data Center at the
districts out of balance.
University of Louisville.
"We'll have to make some
The Census Bureau is schedadjustments," he said.
uled to release the latest populaIn Kentucky, state lawmakers
tion estimates about II a.m.
are charged with making those
EST.
adjustments by drafting a bill
Crouch said population estithat outlines the communities
mates showing Kentucky has
that are to be included in each
had modest growth since 2000
congressional district. Like all
bodes well for the state, whic
h other legislation, the bill has to
has lost five scats in Congress
be approved by both the House
since 1920.
and Senate and then sent to the
'The Census Bureau's once-agovernor.
decade count will be used to
The question, Grayson said, is
reapportion the 435 U.S. House
whether the legislature will take
seats among the 50 states. The
up the issue in a special session
count typically forces political
in 2011 or wait for the 2012 regshowdowns in states that have
ular session.

II Youth sports...
From Front

Nadas for switching political parties Next wee
k
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky

voters who want to
change their political party affiliation in
time for the spring primary election have until the end of next
week to do it.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson said Mon
day that state law
requires party switches to be complete
d by Dec. 31 in order to
vote in May.
Kentuckians will being choosing a gove
rnor and lieutenant governor, attorney general, secretary of state
, state auditor, state treasurer, and agriculture commissioner in
the coming year.
Grayson said changing parties is as
simple as filling out a voter
registration card and submitting it to
the local county clerk's
office.

14-year-old driver crashes, passenger kil

led
BOONEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky
State Police are investigating after a I4-year-old driver lost
control of a vehicle and the
another teen died in the crash.
Police say the crash happened earl
y Sunday in Owsley County
near Booneville. The teen apparent
ly lost control on a wet roadway and hit a culvert, according
to police.
Another 14-year-old was killed in
the crash, the Lexington
Herald-Leader reported. The vict
im was wearing a seat belt.
The newspaper reports the driver was
transported to the
University of Kentucky Hospital.
Elftf dildhood peep loo
ks at school readiness
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- An
early childhood education task
force is recommending more
collaboration between preschoo
ls to
ensure that Kentucky children
are ready for entry into elementa
ry
schools.
That was a key recommendation
the Task Force on Early
Childhood Development and Educ
ation presented to Gov. Steve
Beshcar on Monday.
The group was charged two year
s ago with reviewing early
childhood education and rec
ommending'ways to improve earl
y
learning experiences and opportun
ities for Kentucky children fro
m
birth to 6 years
Beshear said he will review the
recommendations, saying a
child's earliest years are critical
for future achievement. He call
ed
it vital that Kentucky strengthen
the educational foundation for
its
youngest citizens.

said the agreement will save
the
boar
d about $3,0(X) under *AnteThurmond and Hall, who will
spearhead girls softball compe- vious bid and recommended the
tition. said MYBSA will focus move.
Also, Lost But Loved Animal
on a newspaper, radio, television media information cam- Rescue Director Linda Cherry
paign to get the word out about requested the board allow the
how the new organization will use of the park's maintenance
be run. The list includes allow- facility as an alternative site for
ing families to sign their chil- a two-day visit by a Kentucky
dren up for teams on a dedicated mobile animal surgical hospital
website, pay fees online, see unit (MASH) that will
visit
schedules online, make com- Murray in January to
provide
ment and other changes. low-cost spaying and
neutering
Coaches will visit schools, a for dogs and cats
.
Stet Report
Facebook page will be set up
then struck an embankment,
Cherry said Murray State
A
19-year-old
Murray causing the
and email database will be set University
vehicle to overturn.
has offered a room in
woman was injured Monday
up to expedite communication the Carr
The vehicle came to final rest
Health Center for the after her vehicle
overturned
and planning. Scholarships to proj
ect; however inclement south of Murray.
on the driver's side.
aid youth that may not be able to
weather may interfere with use
Acco
rding to Kentucky State
Sanders was taken to the
pay the participation fee will
and an alternate site may be Police, Erin Sanders,
19, of Murray-Calloway
also be set up.
County
needed. Board members will
Murray, was driving south in a Hospital
, where she was treated
Parks board members voted to
look into the matter and make a 2003 Ford Focus on U.S. 641
allocate $900 to help provide a
and released. Trooper Brian
deci
sion soon
concerning about a mile south of the city Duva
website to aid the effort as the
ll continues the investigareorganization moves forward whether arrangements can be limits when she dropped off the tion
.
He was assisted at the
righ
t
side
of
prov
the
ided
roadway and
. The event is schedwhich Thurmond said he
scen
over
e
by the Murray Fire
corr
ecte
d.
uled
Sand
for
ers
Jan. IS and 16, if all
then
planned to reimburse through
cros
sed
into
Depa
the'
rtme
onc
goes
nt, Murray-Calloway
omi
acco
ng
rdin
lane
g to schedule.
,
donations. Much of the planning
overcorrected again and ran off County EMS
In
othe
r
acti
, and Calloway
ons, the board
is in preliminary stages and
the right side of the road. She
County Fire-Rescue.
more information concerning chose to purchase new uniforms
the effort will be made public in for park rangers and moved the
board's next regularly-schedthe future.
In other action. parks board uled meeting from Monday, Jan.
members approved a $900 bid 17, to Monday, Jan. 10, because
from Mark Hall Engineering to the previous date is on a fede
From Front
ral
the fictional city of Metropolis
come up with a detailed plumb- holiday.
where Lane and Clark Kent
NOTICE
pany supplying the replacement
ing plans for a new spray park to
Afterward, board members
• Calloway County Judge-Exec
sniffed out stories. Visitors shop
utive Larry Elkins has
"scabs,"
be located next to Murray met in executive
announced that the Calloway
session for a
for superhero souvenirs in the
County Courthouse wNI be
The scenes reflect tensions
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to
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town
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beration, no
between the different parts of
aiding efforts on the project, deci
sion was made.
couldn't resist being phoMetropolis' economic livelitographed next to the Superman
hood.
statue, with chest puffed out
The dispute "really tears a
*Wsto dscids if Memphis
1001 Miokssrll Ave.
and hands on hips in classic
community apart. You have
Murray. KY 42071-1C40
Superman style, was Barack
schools loss Owls(
name(275)753-1116
friend pitted against friend."
Oba
ma, who made a political
Fax (270)753-1127
It is simply our purpose to offer a
Mayor Billy McDaniel laments,
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)
law fin'people in our community to
appe
arance here years ago.
seek
hope and restoration_ Our worsh
Mon. - hi. ROO a.m. - S00 pm
noting the fraying of friendip will include Scripture. readings
Memphis school board memand
Metr
opol.s' troubles began
conwrwmaries. and special music
Clewed Sat. & Sun.
. Candles will he lit to honor and at know
ships between locked-out
bers voted late Monday to hold
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the palm and grief that may he prese
last
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ng when efforts to
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in
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Honeywell
Alice Roth.', Publimhet
a special election for residents
workers
and negotiate a new cont
ract broke
arounekumunraarr-cua
salaried, non-union employees
on surrendering the charter for
down at the Honeywell plant.
still on the job. "We •need that
Gneg Travis,
the city's schools.
First Christian Church
Honeywell opted not to let the
evehtiernemurrsyleilgercom
company, and we need those
Board members voted 5-4
union employees work without
III N. HI* St.•Murray, KY 42071 •270-753company men, those union
Sanci Teague, Communtiy Lhior
after an hours-long meeting to
3824• www.lccmwuy.com
a contract, citing the lack of
cominunitrirweOnairrayledrmaia
workers, back in there — now." barg
surrender the charter, meaning
aining progress and what it
Despite the whimsical image call
a referendum will be sent to
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ed the union's refusal to
Memphis voters, WMC-TV
Metropolis has created for the agre
alistAtaimiylealpirsam
e to provide 24 hours of
reported. If approved by voters,
outside world, as identity as a noti
&Airy Mania,liassifirgla Mgr.
ce before any strike.
uranium conversion site runs
it would mean a de facto conelsiairaNttitaanayledarrxam
Darrell Lillie, president of the
solidation with the more affludeeper. The plant now run by Unit
ed Steelworkers local, said
Carulatioo
ent and less populous Shelby
Honeywell was built in 1949
circulationArmorrayleilstri.com
, Honeywell wants to do away
County school system.
and with a normal workforce
of with worker seniority and farm
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An
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he
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an crushed as a union," Lillie said.
enviable sum in the area.
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the lem is "this union's attitude
early 1970s. according to the abou
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t change," said Peter
city
's tourism officials, when a Dalpe,
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a company spokesman.
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sible accidents at the plant,
r.com
the Aimoriate.1 Primo, Kentucky Piers
don'
t encourage visitors.
Association awl Southern Newspapers
Pabitshers Association. The Antociated
"Come on, somebody do
Neap is exclusively entitled to twos orig.
something," pleaded Debbie
itiotel by Mainly Ledloirr & Tours_
Call Roberi Bilfington, Jr or Donna
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Cuttrell, 57, who caters to the
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Obituaries
Samuel Wayne Wertz

week
nt to
ring prite law
order to
cnant govstate treaslit a voter
erk's

Bled
re investie and the
y County
idt roadigton
belt.

mu
Ltion task
rehools to
lementary
rly
N. Steve
early
T early

rldren from
ing a
He called
Lion for its

Samuel Wayne Wertz,
55, of Murray. died Monday. Dec.
2010, at the Murray
20.
-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangem
ents arc
incomplete at this time at
the 1.11. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Nuns' Wagner card goes to collector

BALTIMORE (Al')
It's bidder by $45,000.
been a blessed year for the
Walton did not return
School Sisters of Notre Dame,
sage left on his i cli phone
who catapulted to prominence Mond
ay. Greg Rohan. president
when they put a rare Honus of
Heritage Auctions. said the
Barbara Evans Bonner.
Wagner baseball card up for aucti
83, of Murray, passed away Mond
on house had been unable
ay.
Dec. 20, 2010. in Knox
auction to support their charita- to
ville, Tenn. Barbara was a loving
reach Walton.
wife, mother and grandmother.
ble mission.
"Once in a blue moon. ever.
She was preceded in
Problem was, the winning auct
death by her husband, George T.
ion company has a strangc
Bonner,
and parents, Bob and
bidder never paid up.
Linnie Ross Evans She is survived
situa
tion like this," Rohan said.
by
her
daughters, Susan Brooks of
On Monday. the Baltimore- "It
Durham, N.C.. Cathy Frye and husband.
doesn't happen very of ten.
Charlie of Knoxville,
based order of Roman Catholic but
Jennifer Bailey of Montgomery. Ala.,
you have to he prepared lot
and
Melissa Moreland and husb
and,. John of Keystone Heights. Ha., nuns got their $220.000 - the it."
grandchildren, Peter Brooks,
Bonner and Lena Frye, Jacob Bailey original bid
hut have a differThe Wagner card, produced
and Christopher More
ent collector to thank.
land; great-grandchildren. Lyric and
as part of the T206 series
Lyzah
McClunie: and sister, Genella
Dr. Nicholas DePace (dih- between
Nance of Cullman, Ala. Family and
1909 and 1911, is the
friends will gather at 10
PAHTCH-ea a Philadelphia most
a.m. on Thursday. Dec. 23. at Barne
sough
t-after baseball card
tt
Cemetery for graveside servi
ces. In lieu of flowers, memorials may cardiologist, wired them the in history. About
60 are known
be made to St. Jude
money and owns the card. He's to exist
Children's Research Hospital, 501 St.
, and one in near-perfect
Jude
Place, Memphis, TN 3810
been collecting sports memora- conditio
5. nick Funeral Home Fanagut Chap
n sold in 2007 for $2.8
el,
11915 Kingston Pike, is servi
ng the Bonner family. Online condo- bilia for 30 years. and he's a million, the highe
st price ever
lences may he made at www.clic
longtime client of Dallas-based for
kfuneralhome.com.
a baseball card.
This rs a paid obituary.
Heritage Auctions. A staff memThe School Sisters of Notre
ber at the auction house reached Dam
e inherited their card flom
'The number()Ames publishe
d or the length ofone or more ofthe out to him in early December the broth
er of a deceased nun
preceding obituaries exceeds
the maximum set by the Ledger and after the winning bidder missed after he
Honus Wagner
died earlier this year. It
limes policy. A fee has been
a 30-day deadline to purchase had
paid /or additional publishing or spac
been in the man's possession played for
e.
played to; 21 seathe card, and DePace agreed since
1936 and was unknown to sons. 18 of
them with the
immediately to buy it.
the sports memorabilia market- Pittsburgh
Pirates. He compiled
"God bless him," said Sister place
. It's in poor condition, hut a .328 caree
r batting average
BARTOW, Fla. (AP) - A viola
Virginia Muller. the former colle
ting Florida's obscenity
ctors prize any Wagner and yy as one
of
Colorado man who wrote a howthe five original
treas
urer
a
the
Scho
ol
Sisters of card.
law, a third-degree felony.
inductees into baseball's Hall or
to guide for pedophiles is on his
Notr
e
Dam
e,
who
was
entru
sted
Polk County Sheriff Grady
The American
Tobacco Fame
way to a jail in central Florida.
Judd claims jurisdiction because with the card.
Company ended production of
DePate. a Catholic. said he
Phillip Greaves of Pueblo. Grea
The winning bidder was the card
ves sold and mailed a copy
shortly after it began.
Colo., will be booked into the
of his book to undercover Doug Walton of Knoxville. According to sports historians.
Polk County jail Tuesday.
deputies who had written the Tenn., who owns seven sports Wagner was either upset about
Officials say his first court
card stores in the Southeast. He
author requesting a copy.
his image being used to promote
appearance is scheduled for
told The AP at the time that he toba
The hook caused outrage
cco products or the shortWednesday. The 47-year-old
when it was listed on Amazon in was willing to overpay for the stop simply thought he wasn't
was arrested
card because of the story behind bein
Monday in November. It was later
g paid enough.
removed it and
Colorado and is charged with
said he was the highest
from the website.
"The Flying Dutchman."

Barbara Evans Bonner

Pedophile author arrested

was moved that the nuns
planned to use the money for
their schools and ministries for
the poor in 35 countries and didn't want to see them shortchanged. He bid on the card
when it was auctioned hut
thought the price was too high.
Now, he feels the price is more
than fair.
"I'm ecstatic about it.... I will
argue that this Wagner card is
the most signil want Wagner
card because it's the American
story about how people lust get a
baseball card and they hide it in
the safe." DePace said. "There's
a treasure there, and the treasure
collies out, and now the treasure's going to be shared with
tens of thousands of people."
Muller said the order wasn't
informed until Monday about
the snag in the sale. She said she
was surprised by the I I tit-hour
development but said Heritage
Auctions handled the matter
appropriately.
"II s‘e hadn't received the
money today. then I would have
been concerned," Muller said.
"They went ahead and pursued
someone else. There was no reason for us to know."
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A dog in Germany has given birth
to 17 puppies, many of which are
AP photo
pictured above. The dog's owner had
feeding the pups than the mother
to spend more time
because the mother could not meet
the demand.

German dog gives birth to 17 puppies

BERLIN (AP) --- A dog in
Germany has given birth to 17
puppies, leaving their owner
thrilled but fatigued after having
to feed them with a bottle for
several weeks because their
mother couldn't cope with the
demand.
Owner Ramona Wegemann
said Monday she barely slept for
more than a couple of minutes
without interruption during
about four weeks in an "exhausting- struggle to make sure all of
the
purebred
Rhodesian
Ridgeback puppies would survive.
She said when she was "finished feeding the last puppy. the
first was hungry again.Wegemann's dog Etana gave
birth to eight female and nine
male puppies on Sept. 28 in

Eberesehenhol, which is near
Berlin.
At least five times a day.
Wegemann gave the dogs a bottle with special milk because
their mother's nipples could
have never coped with the
demand, and when the puppies
were not hungry, they wanted to
be entertained, she said.
Wegemann said when dogs
give birth to so many puppies
several of them die within the
first week. "But all of our puppies survived. This is incredible
and wonderful," the 32-year-old
added.
It was the second time that
Etana gave birth. She gave birth
to eight puppies in her first pregnancy. not uncommon for the
dog's breed, Wegemann said.
"The birth of the puppies was

very special. All puppies were
horn naturally, no cesarean was
necessary." she added. It took
Etana a full 26 hours to give
birth to all of the puppies
and
Wegcmann was as baffled as
amazed.
But caring for 17 puppies
turned out to be a full-time job:
Wegemann put her work as an
independent animal psychiatrist
on a hold and her husband took
as much vacation as he could.
Their lives have been turned
upside down by the puppies, and
their living room is now occupied by a giant box that houses
the puppies_
But even Wegemann still
struggles to recognize them: The
females puppies are called
Bahati, Binta, Bahya. Bashima,
Batouuli. Binki. Bora, Bisa and

the male ones are Baak
Banjoku. Belay. Bruk. Bundu.
Bayo. Bukekayo, Biion and
Bulus.
Wegemann gave them all
African names because the
Rhodesian Ridgeback is an
African hunting dog. Wegeman
and her husband now plan to
give most of the puppies away.
A price of 8(M) 1$1.050) per
puppy would only cover the
expenses lOr the veterinary, vaccinations. food and the mandatory paperwork. Wegemann said
She hopes to get about 1.000
41,315) per dog. but said they
would only give them to families with children, not breeders.
Four of the puppies has e
been sold, two more are already
paid for and will leave their sib
lungs shortly.

Hollywood-style special effects give girl

WASHINGTON (AP) "It kind of took forever, but it
Elise Lutz never let her friends was wort
h it," says Elise. 14, as
see what was left of her ear.
she headed to show her transforShe'd carefully style her long mation to
her dad and sisters.
hair into a one-sided ponytail, or "I'm so
excited, I'm more than
swelter under a swim cap for I(K)
excited."
hours at meets, to cover the
No messy glue-on prosthetic
molten lump from a severe burn that she
might accidentally
as a toddler in her native China. knock off.
Elise had tried that
But as a teenager, the North once and hate
d it.
Carolina girl expressed her
This time, she would go
desire to be whole again with a under the
knife to have rods
simple request: She really want- implante
d in her skull to snap
ed pierced earrings.
her new ear into place -- and
Thus began a months-long hold it even
when this passionquest for a new right ear, one ate swimmer
dives into the pool.
made of silicone hut so lifelike
"People who have implantthat it even glows a hit in the sun retained ears
or noses or whatevlike real skin.
er usually think of them really as
Elise benefited from a little their own body
," says Jerry
known field called anaplastol- Schoendort.
who with his cology, where medical artists make league at
The Anaplastology
Hollywood-like special effects Clinic in
Durham, N.C_,- and
come alive to fix disfigurements surgeons at
nearby Duke
that standard plastic surgery University
Medical Center --cannot.
created Elise's ear.

"Ii's the Rolls Royce of what
we can offer," adds fellow
anaplastologist Jay McClennen.
Facial prosthetics- made to
counter damage from cancer,
trauma, birth defects - haven't
gained the attention of artificial
legs and arms.
The specialists who craft
them can be hard to find: The
International
Anaplastology
Association counts just ISO
members worldwide.
But facial prosthetics are
becoming more realistic and
longer-lasting. and Elise's journey offers a glimpse of the tricks
that help: Titanium rods adapted
from dentistry that bond with
bone to hold them in place
More flexible silicones.
E.Yen "flocking.- using those
nylon particles that make the
velvety insides of jewelry boxes
can help give silicone "skin"
more dimension -- and not in
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MSU professors publish research in

Special to the Ledger
The modem life cycle is characterized by stressful transitions
challenging people's functioning. health, and sense of selfworth. The international, multidisciplinary perspectives provided in the "Handbook or
Stressful Transitions Across the
',despair.' edited by Dr. Tom
Miller. cover these issues as
they occur through youth, adulthood and aging. bringing
together theoretical and clinical
findings and case studies in one
volume.
Professors Tom Holcomb.
Allan Beane and Toni Miller, all
from Murray State University
College or Education, applied
their research and educational
focus on critical topics.
Drs. Beane and Miller address
stressful transitions related to
being bullied in life and examine the advantages of a "Bully
Free- environment in school.
work and the home.

handbook

Ti

Baby Registry
Angie & Joe Ashburn
Vanessa Rotarf & Coty Maxfield
Stefan' & Robert Billington
Ashlee & Tony Bullock
Savona Coltman
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Tiffany Henson & Mason Milby
Ashley Hargrove & Jimmy Bynum
Rachel & John Hughes

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Blood drive to he Thursday

The American Red Cross will hold a blood
drive on Thursday, Dec. 23. froin 12:30-5:30
p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601
Main
St. All donors will receive a red. long-sleev
ed "[lie Perfect Gift"
shirt, while supplies last.
Dr. Allan Beane
Dr. Holcomb addresses the
stresses of retirement in his
chapter and provides new directions and preparations for this
phase of life.
In this volume, recently
released by Springer Publishers.
the join a diverse panel of cli-

Dr. Tom Holcomb
Quilt Lovers reschedules meeting
Dr. Tom Miller
nicians, researchers, and educa- life span. A sampl
Quilt lovers of Murray will not meet
ing of the topbought at 6 p.m. The next
tors focusing on the psychologi- ics featured
sched
uled meeting will he Tuesday. Jan. 18.
in the handbook
at 6 p.m. in the comcal, biological, cultural and spir- include the
developmental neu- munity room at the Calloway County Public Library for
the annual
itual factors surrounding not robiology
of stress, the long- potluck meeting. Members are asked to bring one potlu
ck dish.
only trauma and loss hut also term effec
ts of divorce on chilcoping and growth, risk and mit- dren.
money in emotion and
Playhouse in the Park to hold reb
igating factors, and promising stressful
ate night
financial transitions.
Playh
ouse in the Park will hold a rebate
interventions in dealing with
night
on
Wedn
esday, Dec.
For more information, visit 22, from 4-9
p.m. at Backyard Burger to benef
stressful transitions across the
it
the
teena
ge acting
www.springercom.
group. Box of Frogs.

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728
will ineei with Lodge 592
and their spouses for their Chris
tmas luncheon on Thursday,
Dec.
30, at noon at the Harmon Lodg
e Hall, 330 CC Lowry Dr. Food
will
he provided by Lodge 728. Memb
ers planning to attend must
call
(270) 767-0077 before Dec. 28
in order to be included. Hostesses
are Jean BUJ and Melva Hatcher.

Salvation Army in need of bell
ringers

[he Calloway County Salvation
Army Service Unit is still needing hell ringers for the weeknights
leading to Christmas.'Mere are
openings between 4-9 p.m. each night
of Dec. 21-23 and openings
Christmas Eve between noon and 6
p.m. Contact Mike or Joanne
has! at 293-5794 or 759-9676
and leave a message. Thanks
for
your support of the local Salvation
Army's mission.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet

Overeaters' Anonymous. a 12-st
ep recovery group tor all types
of
eating problems, meets each
Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
at Christ
Methodist church. I.122 W. Broa
dway, Mayfield.
t-all Mar( la at 247 7 I ot jim at 623-10450.
information.
Photo provided
AWARD: Dr. Timothy C. Johnston, cente
r, has been named as the 2010 Outstand
ing MSU
Biology Professor. Recipients of this prest
igious award are chosen each year by the
students
in the Department of Biological Sciences
at MSU and Dr. Johnston was selected beca
use of
his excellence in teaching and mentorin
g. A McCracken County native and 1972
grad
uate
of
Reidland High School, he received his B.A.
from Harding University in Searcy. Ark.,
his
M.S.
from Murray State University and his
Ph.D. from Southern Illinois University. He
joined the
MSU faulty in 1986, where he currently teac
hes Molecular Biology and Microbiology_ Pictu
red
with Johnston from left are Dr. Tom Timm
ons, Chairman of the Department of Biolo
gical
Sciences and Dr. Steve Cobb, Dean of
the College of Science, Engineering and Tech
nology.

Sheriff Marcum elected to
KSA board of directors

Special to the Ledger
The
Kentucky
Sheriffs'
Association held their 81st
Annual Conference in Bowling
Green, Dee. 6-10_ The conference was well attended by
Kentucky Sheriffs and Deputies_
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum was elected to serve as

Laryn Hignite di Patrick Atcher
Trista Hopkins & Derek Casper

a director on the Kentucky Kentucky
Sheriffs in a positive
Sheriffs' Association Board in manner,- said
Wagner. "I feel
2011. according to Jerry sure he will conti
nue to stand for
Wagner, Executive Director of Kentucky Sheri
ffs, along with
the KSA.
the citizens of Calloway County
"It is both an honor and a priv- and the Commonwe
alth during
ilege to work with the Kentucky his tenure. We look
forward to a
Sheriffs' Association. Sheriff great year for Kent
ucky Sheriffs
Marcum is most deserving and and hope ever
yone will lend
has
always
represented their hand in support of and congratulations
to
Sheriff
Maitum.For more information, contact
Jesus is the
KSA
Director Jerry Wagner at
Reason for the
(606
267)
6161.
Season

Dawn & Chris Kunkel

(iAry:slian

Kelley & Greg Lassiter

5th & main Coffees - opens 7:30 a.m or, the lower level
5th & Main • 753-1622
Mon -Fri. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat. 10 am-5 pm

Jessica & Adam Nance

•

ChriihnaJ

Jessica & Craig Robinson
Sarah & Ryan Stanger

SALE!
(40-60% OFF

Sylvia York & Chris Neely
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Extension Office
announces holiday schedule

SOUTH I
quarters
involved

WOW Lodges 728 and 592 will
meet
The

Chasity & Bill Harrod

Chantel & Matthew Pillow

e-mail: communitynewsttmurrayiedger.com

Iii 'iii ellOrt to %al energ., and w ork
toward a greener en% ironment the Callow
In
County Extension Office O ill be close
d
Tuesday. Dec. 21 through Thursday. Dec.
23.
The office will be closed for the Christma
s
holiday from Friday, Dec. 24 thtough
Sunday, Jan, 2, 2011. The office will re-open
011 Nionday„lan. 3.

Society now
offering help
with program
The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called -Road to Recovery'. in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to
be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1(410) 227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
cancer.org.

XItirrav
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Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each
Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For informatio
n. call 753-8419 or I
(877)447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter
#469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.iit. in the annex of Calloway
County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunn
ingham at 7536646.

Alcoholics Anonymous updates schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th
St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday.8 p
in.. closed, no smoking. I 2x12 study: Monday, noon, open, no smok
ing, 8 p.m. open.
smoking: Tuesday, 8 p.m. closed, no smoking:
Wednesday. II a.m.
closed. no smoking. good old timers meeting.
6 p.m., closed, ladies
meeting. smoking, 8 p.m.. open, smoking:
Thursday, 8 p.m. closed,
smoking. big hook meeting; Friday. 12 noon.
open, no smoking,
p.m. open, smoking. newcomers meeting: Satur
day. 10 a.m., open.
no-smoking, breakfast of champions meeting,
g p.m. open, nosmoking. speaker meeting. Closed meetings
are for people who
think they have a problem with alcohol and want
to give it up. Open
meetings are for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting. For
information. call Mitch at 753-9320. Chuck
at 436-2552. Joe at
753-4161 or Dixie at 873-8172.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed
to replenish the
palmy for the clients. They are spinach. tuna.
salmon, Jiffy Com
Meal mix, instant potatoes. sweet potatoes. chick
en broth, cake
frosting, spaghetti sauce, pineapple, cereal, macar
oni and cheese,
instant oatmeal: freezer/cooler items needed
are eggs. fresh fruits
and vegetables. frozen meat: personal hygiene
and cleaning supplies needed are dish liquid. toilet paper, sham
poo and toothpaste:
also large brown paper bags. These items may
be taken to the Need
lane building at 638 South Fourth St_ Murra
y, between 10 a.m. and
4 p.111., Monday through Friday. Need
Line is an United Way
Agency. Foi information. call 753-6333
.
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Face transplant patient
meets donor's family
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SOUTH KOREA CHRISTMAS: Sout
AP PhotoiAhn Young-joun
h Korean postmen dressed as Santa Clau
s on delivery bikes leave the post office head
quarters Monday to deliver Chnstmas
gifts to poor people for their charity campaign
in Seoul, South Korea. The campaign that
involved some 50 postmen will be
expanded into nine cities until the end of this
year.
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Dance, protests to mark 150 years since S.C. left U.S.

By JEFFREY COLLINS
Associated Press
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) -Thc memory of the Civil War
was set to collide with modemday civil rights sensitivities as
protesters targeted a Monday
night "Secession Ball" commemorating South Carolina's
decision exactly 150 years ago
to secede from the United States
of America.
The Confederate Heritage
Trust, which scheduled the
dance in Charleston near where
the secession document was
signed, says it wants to honor
the Southern men who were
wilting to sacrifice their lives for
ihco homes and their
vision of
states rights.
Guests will have a
chance to see
the t4iginal
Ordinance of Secession which
has been preserved by the state.
Leaders of the NAACP say it
makes no sense to honor men
who committed treason against
their own nation for the sake of
a system that kept black men
and women in bondage as
slaves.

As the Charleston event k
off more than four yeals tit
150th anniversary Civil War
commemorations, it also frames
persisting questions. Chief
among them: How does a nation
remember the time when II of
its states tried unsuccessfully to
break away?
The ¶100-a-person Secession
Ball falls on one end of the spectrum. It is partly sponsored by
the Sons of Confederate
Veterans. whose central purpose
is to preserve the history and
legacy of the South's "citizensoldiers."
On the other end are civil
rights organizations that see no
reason to celebrate a would -he
ridtion like the Confederacy.
v,I i h in its constitution prohib-

ited its legislature from outlawing slavery.
Monday's ball is like has mg a
dance to celebrate the attack on
Pearl Harbor. said Lonnie
Randolph, president of the
South Carolina chapter of the
National Association for the
Advancement
of Colored
People.
It is indisputable that the men
who voted 169-0 to leave the
United States 150 years ago set
in motion a chain of events that
reverberate today.
The decision led to a war that
killed nearly 2 percent of
nation's population — more
than 600,000 people. That is
roughly the same number that
have died in dl the other wars
America has fought in from the

Revolution, to both World Wars
and the current wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq combined.
It would he the equivalent of 6
million Americans dying today
On the eve of the Civil War,
Census data ranked South
Carolina third in wealth among
the states. In 2008, its per capita
income was 45th m the nation.
Not all South Carolinians supported secession. About 57 percent of the state's 703010 residents in 1860 were slaves. A few
white opponents spoke out.
including lawyer and politician
James Petigru, whose famous
quote still echoes through his
home state today: "South
Carolina is too small to be a
Republic. and too large to be an
insane asylum."

LAKEWOOD, Ohio (API lire nation's first face transplant
patient has said a donor saved
her from a life of eating and
breathing through a tube, hut
until this weekend she knew her
only as a wonian who died in
2008.
Two
years after Anna
Kasper's face was merged with
the remnants Of Connie Culp's,
Kasper's family decided to
reseal he was the donor, so that
others can know the generous
woman they loved.
"She'd give her time. She'd
give her money. She gave a lot
of things she didn't have to
other people." Kasper's husband, Ron Kasper. told The
Plain Dealer newspaper in
Cleveland. "When they asked
about the donation, we knew it
was what she would want to
do."
The Kaspers and Culp met for
the first time this weekend.
Culp. 47. has been thanking
her donor since the surgery. but
she had never been able to name
her. She told The Plain Dealer
that the get-together went well
after some initially awkward
moments.
"They're just really nice people." Culp said. "It's awesome,
how much we have in common."
Kasper's 23-year-old daughter, Becky Kasper. says she Lan
see part of her mother in Culp.

though their hone structures are
different.
"I can definitely see the
resemblance in the nose,- she
told The Plain Dealer. "I know
she's smiling down on this, that
she's very happy."
Culp's husband shot her in the
lace in 2004. The blast
destroyed her nose, shattered
her cheeks and shut oft most other vision. Her features were so
gnarled that children ran away
from her and called her a monster.
After Kasper died of a heart
attack iii 2008. a donor specialapproached Kasper's family
about donating her face.
Het family had already agreed
to give away her heart, her kidney, her liver and her eyes.
-My mom would say, 'Hell if
I can't use it and somebody else
call, they can have UT Becky
Kasper recalled.
Kasper's family decided to
donate her face within minutes.
She was an organ donor and she
was a match. She wanted to be
cremated, so there were no worries over an open casket.
"But the overriding factor was
we knew it was what Anna..
would've wanted." Ron Kasper
said.
Kasper lived in Lakewood.
Ohio. with her family. She cared
for nursing home patients,
delivered pizza and cleaned
offices.

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

Great
New Toyotas
5 year deal:

0% APR*
It doesn't get
any better!

ern/Len-ace—
of Murray

LI,C

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray.
KY

A Personal Care Home

Commonwealth Brands
moving to Tenn. from Ky.
NASHVILLE, - IC1111. AP)
The
tobacco
compan
Commonwealth Bi and.. Inc is
moving its headquarters from
Bowling Green, Ky. to
Goodlettsville, Tenn., in the
spring of 2011.
The company. which sells
USA Gold cigarettes among its
eight brands, has a 4 percent
market share of the cigarette
industry. The Tennessean
reports that an estimated 83
employees have indicated
the
make the move with
Commonwealth
from
Kentucky. and the firm could
add a few more "ohs once heir

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
We now offer short term respite
care.
Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Thu Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Karen or Tarnra
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MINERAL WELLS
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Racers hope to avoid letdown going 1111 1) break
SI‘N
IlAWKS HOPE TALENTED FRESHMEN CAN
COMBAT MStrti EXPERIENCE

Tonight
Murray State at Tennessee-Martin

TOMMY DILLARD

When: 7p m

By TOMMY DILLARD

10 assists, the most by a Racer since Isacc
Where: Elam Center (Martin Tenn I
Sports Editor
TV: Racer Network, ESPN3 corn
Miles distributed II against Tennessee State
Radio: wros. 103 7 FM
Statistically. Murray State's Saturday night last year.
Records MSU 7-4 (1-1, OVC), UTM 4-7 (0-2, OVC,
\1,ine‘er Westent Kentucky may well have
"We've got to play like that when it's not a
Last meeting: MSU won 77 45 in Martin in 2010
been the Racers' most complete performance big game.
Series record MSU leads 36-3
That's when the great teams do
of the season.
what they do. That's why they're great."
'kimessee State Sunday.
Senior guard 13.J Jenkins agreed with the
II that's the case, the Racers' greatness will
The result? A 70-64 overtime loss fa
numbers Monday. saying "something be tested tonigh
t when they return to Ohio Eagles
.
clicked" lot the Racers on a night in which Valley Confer
ence play at Tennessee-Martin
"It's a concern," Kennedy said at his
they out rebounded the Hilltoppers and at 7:30 p.m.
Monday press conference. "Everyone's wantmatt bed W KV's talented fronwourt blow -forThe game has all the makings of a potening to go home, it's Christmas time. Things
blow vv file racking up a plus-10 turnover tial trap
Murray State is coming off an
happen on the road all the time in our prolesmargin, then best number of the season.
emotional pci ft rmance against a nval, it's
MOW
But tot Jenkins, how the Racers performed their final game
before getting to go home for
"We're really concerned about us. We
against one of their biggest rivals in front of the holidays, and it's on
the road in an envi- think
we can get better at guarding the ball,
:lose to 6,000 fans doesn't measure much of nnunent that
can he less Man inspiring.
guarding against dribble penetration.
any
important.
Head coach Billy Kennedy believes fellow
Offensively. we want to get better at continu"It was a big game.- said the man who did preseason confer
ence lavonw Morehead State
his pan against the Hilltrypers by dishing on it walked into a similar
situation on the road at
IN See RACERS,8A

Ledger

Murray State
forward
Ed
Daniel steps
out for this
mid -range
Jumper during
the lacers' 6960 win over
Western
Kentucky
Saturday night
at the CFSB
Center.

HERITAGE BANK HARDWOOD CLASSIC:
CALLOWAY CO. 82, CLARKSVILLE (TENN.) NORTHWEST 33

Cross:
Mental
toughness
plaguing
Racers

LADY LAKERS
SHOW OFF DEPTH
IN TOURNAMENTOPENING ROUT

•See LADY LAKERS, 7A

This Week
Heritage Hank
Hardwood Classic
Monday
Martin (Tenn ) Wesiview 58 Graves Co 31
Stewart Co (Tenn ) 45 Henderson Co 44
Covington (Tenn) 54, Massac Co (III )31
Calloway Co 82. Clarksville (Tenn Northwest
33
Today
Masser Co (III (vs Clarksville Northwest
(Tenn) 4 30 p m
Graves Co vs Henderson Co 6 pie
Marlin (Tenn ) Westview vs Stewart Co
(Tenn ). 7 30 p m
Covington (Tenn ) vs Calloway Co 9 p m
Wednesday
Seventh place game it 30 a m
F ifth place game 1 p in
third place game
lOpM
(hampionship game, 4 p rn

LOWE SHOULD RETURN
TO STARTING LINEUP AT

UT MARTIN
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Rob Cross isn't going to say he told you
SO.

In fact, the Murray State head coach
wishes he hadn't been right in this particular case.
. Cross, in his third season at the helm of

the Racers, expressed concern in preseason interviews that his senior-less team
would lack the sense of urgency and leadership necessary for success.
On Monday, two days after his squad
dropped their eighth -straight contest and
remained winless against Division I competition, he acknowledged his fears had
come to fruition.
"There's no question about it," said
Cross, whose Racers will have one last
chance to right their ship before going
their separate ways for the holidays on
Wednesday night at Tennessee-Martin.
"I do believe we're more talented
across the board when healthy than we
were last year. But the thing we miss dearly is Mallory Lucketes toughness on the
court. Kayla Vance was a very toughminded individual. They're not as gifted as
some of the players we have now, but that
mental toughness is something we're
missing."
It was that mental toughness that may
have cost Murray State (2-8, 0-2 OVC)in
a one-point loss to Southern Illinois at the
CFSB Center on Saturday.
Cross spoke of numerous lapses in
defensive discipline throughout the
evening, pointing specifically to the nine
three-pointers the Racers surrendered,
almost all of which came on mostly open
looks from players MSU was supposed to
have covered tightly.
Of course, some of the Racers' issues
have to do with injuries.
MSU was missing two regular starters
on Saturday in leading scorer Kayla Lowe
and junior guard Mallory Schwab. Though
neither started, both did play, and Cross
said each should be ready to go on
Wednesday, with Lowe expected to he
•See

WOMEN,8A

Wednesday
TOMMY DILLARD l ),1(p,v S Jtmnri",
Calloway County junior guard Taylor Futrell gets toUled by
Clarksville Northwest's Kymmalett Ross during Monday night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium _ F Wren score
d 12 points and accumulated four steals
on the night as the Lady Lakers took an 82-33 victory
io open play irl the Heritage Bank Hardwood
Classic.

Calloway
Ballard f.4
51
Calloway

Hickman(
Carlisle
KMI
Reldland %
Paducah
Mayfield v
'rank in-Si
Union Co
m
Livingston
Tilghman
Twin L

Ballard Me
8 30 p m
Ballard MAI
5 30 p m
Calloway C
Pr
Heritage

Calloway C
Northwest 2
Marlin (Tent
31
KME1
Lone Oak 61
Xi
Highland,7
Lady Got
Ballad Merl

MSU WOMEN'S
ItASKE I BALL

Late night win
By TOMMY LLARD
Sports Editor
When Scott Sivills scheduled his
Calloway County club to play the 9
p.m. nightcap in Monday's first round
of the Heritage Bank Holiday Classic,
he wasn't counting on his players having to attend school early that morning.
Monday was supposed to be the
first day of Christmas break for the
Lad!, Lakers, hut instead, they found
themselves sitting through a day of
class thanks to last week's snow event.
That was fine with Averce Fields,
however. She used her afternoon and
evening hours wisely.
"I went home and took a nap," said
the senior forward, who led the Lady
Lakers with another predictably brilliant outing. going for 28 points, 10
rebounds and six steals as Calloway
ran roughshod over Clarksville (Tenn.)
Northwest 82-33.
"Some of them went out to eat and
lust relaxed before the game, but since
I took a nap, it wasn't that bad."
It didn't appear to he had for any of
the Lady Lakers, who blitzed the visiting Lady Vikings with a 15-0 firstquarter run to take comfortable control
of the game early.
Calloway led 23-6 after one quarter
of play and took a 39-9 lead into the
locker room at halftime.
Sivills. for one, said he wasn't worried about how his team would
respond to the long day.
"Really the whole year so far. we've
come out and played well." he said.
"We've done a really good job of staying in focus, and that's just the leadership of our team, our seniors and five
juniors."
Calloway terroulied
Northwest

KM
Butler Co
Grew
Graves C
Marshall
Twit

Murray State at
Tennessee-Martin
When. 7 30 p m
Where: Elam Center (Martin, Tenn)
Radio: WNBS, 1340 AM
Records: MSU 2-8 (0-2 OVC).
UTM 6-5 (1-1.
OVC)

Dyersburg (1
Livingston C
Christian 59
Rept
(at L
Whey 60 C

Heritage E
(a
Covington Ti(
p is;
Graves Co v
KME C
Lone Oak vs
Lady
(at 0
Livingston Ce
4pm
Marshall Co 1
Tenn I. noon
Dyersburg (Te
8p m
marshal! Co
Reidiand E
Lyon Co vs F
Russellville vs
Reput
(at Lei
Murray vs Loi

O)
Murray St at T
Morehead Si I
Eastern KeiltUI
7 30 pm
Fastern lilincis
m
Southeast Mrs:
Tech 8 pm
Colt'
1 Duke (64)
2 Ohio St (1)
3 Kansas
4 Connecticut
5 Syracuse
6 Pittsburgh
7 San Diego S
8 Villanova
9 Missouri
10 Georgetowl
11 Kansas St
12 Michigan S
13 Kentucky
14 Purdue
15 Baylor
16 Memphis
17 Minnesota
18 Texas
19 Tennessee
20 Florida
21 Illinois
22 Notre Dami
23 BYU
24 UCF
25 Texas ARM
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"overstock Insurance Agency
Van Havirstock

Nobody can protect your
AUTO
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211 S 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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Other-, ieteivaig vote, I0111,.„,111, 1.'4
Vanderbilt 49 VV.v.1),1011911 49 Temple
39 West Virginia 24 Wisconsin I6
Noithwestern 15 [Inctnnati '4 North
Carolina 10 UNLV 10 At.zona e
Drekcl 6 Cinniag 3 Saint Ma iv
Calit 1 Washington St 3 Boston
College 2 Oklahoma St 2 Old
Dominion 2 Cleveland St 1 fr.ivi.
Mexico 1
National Football League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
x-New England
12 2 0 857
N Y Jets
10 4 0 714
Miami
7
7 0 500
Eiuttalo
4 10 0 286
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapolis.
8 6 0 571
Jacksonville
8 6 0 571
Tennessee
6 8 0 429
Houston
5 9 0 357
North
W
L T Pct
x-PrtIsburgh
10 4 0 714
Baltimore
10 4 0 714
Cleveland
5 9 0 357
Cincinnati
3 11 0 214
West
W
L T Pct
Kansas City
9 5 0 643
'WOO
8 6 0 571
7
7 0 500
Dem,.
3 11 0 214
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
Philadelphia
10 4 0 714
N
Giants
9 5 0 643
Washington
5 9 0 357
Dallas
5 9 0 357
South
W
L T Pct
x Atlanta
12 2 0 857
New Orleans
10 4 0 714
Tampa Bay
8 6 0 571
Carolina
2 12 0 143
North
W • L T Pct
y-Chicago
10 4 0 714
Green Bay
8 6 0 571
Minnesota
5 9 0 357
Detroit
4 10 0 286
West
W
L T Pct
St Louis
6 8 0 429
Seattle
6 8 0 429
San Francisco
5 9 0 357
Arizona
4 10
286

Prep Girls Basketball
Monday
Heritage Bank Hardwood Class
ic
(at Calloway Co.)
Calloway Cu 82 Clarksville (Tenn
Northwest 33
Martin (Tenn I Westview 58, Grave
s Co
31
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Lone Oak 60 Caldwell Co 59 10-13
Kenton Co. Classic
Highland; 74 Radii( iii Tiighman
34
Lady Bomber Classic (at Ballard
Memorial)
Ballard Memorial 69 Lake Co ( Tenn
65
Dyersburg (Tenn )69. Heath 37
Livingston Central 71 Community
Christian 59
Republic Bank Classic
fat Lexington Catholic)
Money 60 Clay Co 53
Today
Heritage Bank Hardwood Classic
(at Calloway Co.)
Covington (Tenn I at Calkkaay Co 9
p iTt
Graves Co vs Henderson Co , 6 p m
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Lone Oak vs Trigg Co .615 pm
Lady Bomber Classic
(at Ballard Memorial)
Livingston Central vs Ballard Memorial
k clinched playoff spot
4pm
y-clinched division
Marshall Co vs Obion Co Central
(Tenn noon
Thursday's Game
Dyersburg (Tenn i vs Ballard Memorial.
San Diego 34 San Francisco 7
8p m
Sunday's Games
marshal' Co vs Crittenden Co . 6
p m.
Kansas City 2i st I
3
Reicliand Christmas Tournament
Dallas 33. Washington 30
Lyon Co vs Reldland. G p m
Tennessee 31. Houston 17
Russellville vs Fulton Co 8 p m
Carolina 19 Arizona 12
Republic Bank Classic
Philadelphia 38, N Y Giants 31
(at Lexington Catholic)
Detroit 23 Tampa Bay 20. 01
Murray vs Lou Cr•nital 7 3( 1, in
Cincinnati 19. Cleveland 11
Buffalo 17 Miami 14
OVC Basketball
Indianapolis 34, Jacksonville 24
Today
Baltimore 36, New Orleans 24
Murray St at Tennessee-Marlin,
7p m
Atlanta 34 Seattle 18
Morehead St at Austin Peay, 7 30
pm
Oakland 39. Denver 23
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee St
NY Jets 22. Pittsburgh 17
7 30 p m
New England 31 Oreft,Bay 27
Eastern Minos at Jacksonville St
7 45
Monday's Game
m
Chicago 40. Minnesota 14
Southeast Missouri St at Tennessee
Thursday, Dec. 23
Tech 8 p m
Carolina at Pittsburgh. 7 20 p m
Saturday. Dec. 25
College Basketball
Dallas at Arizona 6 30 pm
AP Top 25
Sunday. Dec. 25
Record
Pis Pvs
Tennessee at Kansas City. noon
1 Duke (641
10-0
;,624
1
San Francisco at St Louis noon
2 Ohio St (I)
10-0
1,551
2
N Y Jets at Chicago noon
3 Kansas
10-0
1,479
3
Baltimore at Cleveland. noon
4 Connecticut
8-0
1,408
4
New England at Buffalo, noon
5 Syracuse
11-0
1.395
5
Detroit at Miami, noon
6 Pittsburgh
11-1
1.270
8
Washington at Jacksonville noor.
7 San Diego St 12-0
1.134 11
Indianapolis at Oakland, 305 p m
8 Villanova
9-1
1.118 10
Houston at Denver 3 05 pm
9 Missouri
10-1
1.009 13
San Diego at Cincinnati. 305 p m
10 Georgetown 10-1
980
15
N V Giants at Green Bay. 3 15 pm
11 Kansas St
9-2
866
6
Seattle at Tampa Bay 3 15 p m
12 Michigan St
8-3
858
14
Minnesota at Philadelphia. 7 20 p m
13 Kentucky
8-2
850
17
Monday. Dec. 27
14 Purdue
10-1
712
19
New Orleans at Atlanta. 7 30 p rn
15 Baylor
7-1
684
9
16 Memphis
8-1
577
18
17 Minnesota
10-1
504
21
18 Texas
9-2
429
22
19 Tennessee
7-2
411
7
20 Florida
8-2
382
—
21 Illinois
10-2
370
12
22 Notre Dame 10-1
327
24
23 BYU
10-1
302
16
24 UCF
10-0
258
25 Texas A&M
10 1
246
25

Staff Report
Brock Simmons drained a
17-footer from the right wing
as time expired Monday afternoon, giving the Lakers a 4644 victory Over Casey County
in the first game of the day at
the Twin Lakes Holiday
Classic.
After Calloway 16. the
entire game. Casey County
came hack to claim the lead 4441 with just under 2:30 left to
play. hut eighth grader Parker
Adams nailed his first career
three pointer to bring the
Lakers back to even.

After an empty possession
for each team, Casey County
decided to hold for the last shot
with 1:40 left to play. Inside of
ten seconds, Calloway freshman Michael Arnett blocked
the Casey County shot attempt,
:setting up the fireworks.
Senior Shawn Thompson
grabbed the rebound and
pushed the ball up the floor.
finding Simmons on the wing.
Simmons took one dribble and
buried the game-winner.
Simmons finished with a
game-high 16, while Arnett
added nine points, nine
rebounds and four blocks.
Thompson had seven in the
victory.
Brad Jeffries led the scoring
charge for Casey County with

Lady Lakers
From Page 6A
going 4-for 5 from the field.
defensively, holding them to an
"Morgan Smotherman. Emily
icy 10 percent from the field in Chrisman
and Lauren Benson
the first half while forcing 10 are kids who
could start on some
turnovers.
teams in our region and play
During the 15-0 first-quarter major roles," Sivil
ls said of his
stretch, the Lady Lakers forced first three playe
rs off the bench.
five turnovers, which they con"They play major roles on
verted into points Via a transition this team
. We're able to do so
game that Fields says has much when
they come on the
become even stronger than it floor. We'r
e able to keep fresh
was last season.
legs. and what I like is the sciit
"I think anybody can pass it ing output they'
re giving us."
up now," said the West Virginia
Chrisman
and
Benson
signee. "It's not just me passing notched five
points and four
to Taylor (Futrell). It's more the points, respective
ly. on Monday
whole team getting with it and while the Lady
Lakers got six
getting down the floor."
apiece from starters Abby
It was largely that transition Futrell and Alys
sa Cunningham
game that helped Calloway as well as Dari
en Maness off the
shoot 63 percent in the first half. bench. Karl
ee Wilson added five
a number that fell to 45 in the points.
second.
Despite the lopsided win,
The Lady Lakers, who there were two
categories in
improved to 8-0 and will face which the
Lady Lakers strugCos ington (Tenn.) in the tourna- gled - rebo
unding and free
ment semifinals tonight, put throws.
their depth on display against
Calloway was outrebounding
the weaker opponent. getting the Lady Viki
ngs by just three at
points from 10 different players halftime.
• and while they
and double-figure scoring from stretched that
advantage to 44-Fields and Futrell. who con- 29 by game
's end, they allowed
tributedt12 its and Rnatched Northwest II offen
sive boards.
lour sfe,di.;
...*••••
pat Was the um thing we
MrStan Stliotherinfff ‘14ag emphasimd at
halftime" said
Calloway's third -leading scorer Sivills.
"We've got to do a really
off the bench, contributing eight good job
on the hoards.
points and three steals while Reboundi
ng is going to be a kev

16.
In the nightcap six -and -ahalf hours later, the Laker,
took care of Magollm County
in much more boring fashion,
claiming a 73-45 victory
behind career nights from
Thompson and senior Blake
Maness.
Thompson went a perfect 8for-8 front the field and 3-for-3
from the free throw line to give
himself a career-high 21.
Maness added 20. also a
career-high, while Simmons
had 17 for the Lakers.
J D. Ka/ix added 15 for
Magoffin County..
The Lakers will return to the
court tonight at 7 p.m. for a
showdown with host team
Clinton County.

Second-half
comeback
lifts Murray
over Clay
Staff Report
The MtoiavIii:
ii
Tigers used a 16-0 rim
,
the third quartet Mondav
en route to a(44)-5;
defending 13th•Region champion Clay County. picking op
(heir set mid

51111

m as 111,111\

days at the Republic Bank
Classic in Lexington.
Murray High trailed by as
many as eight early in the third
quarter, hut battled hack by
outscoring Clay County 24-11
in the period.
Sophomore Janssen Starks
led the way for the I.ady Tigers
with 22 points and six assists,
while Haley Armstrong joined
Starks in double-digns with 12.
Murray's trontcourt was also
when we play better teams."
The Lady Lakers shot just 50 dominant in the victory. with
percent from the charity stripe. junior Shelby Crouch pouring
in six points and grabbing six
going 10-for-20.
hoards, while senior Sian House
pulled down 10 rebounds and
Claiksville NW
9 24 - 33
notched six blocked shots.
Calloway County 39 43 — 82
(lay County was led hv
Calloway County (5-0) -- Fields 28
Alisia Mitchell with 15 and
T
Futrell 12. Smotherman 8 Cunningham
Whitney' Bell Jackson with 12
6. A Futrell 6. Maness 6 Chrisman 5
Wilson 5 Benson 4 Rowland 2
The Lady Tigers will he hack
FG• 40 iS 3-pt
FT: 10-20
in action tonight al 7-.0) pin
Rebounds IL Turnovers: 8
CST. taL'ing a Louis ilk
Central team that just knocked
Clarksville NW — Ke Rose 12 Ky
Rise 11, Hoskins 8 Taylor 2
off Pulaski Southwestern last
FG 1 4-59 3-pt.: 2-13 FT: 310
night 53-48.
Rebounds: 29 Turnovers: 21

IT'S GOING ON NOW!
A Brand
New Toyota
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For 5 Years'
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Calioway County guard Abby Futrell
drives to the basket
during Monday night's game in
the Heritage Bank
Hardwood Classic.

t
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CAMPBELL REALTY
112 N. 121h 1st. • 759-8780
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- The best way to
find yourself is to
lose yourself in the
service of others. —
Mohandas Gandhi
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
Monday
KME Classic (at Trigg Co
)
Butler Co 60 Rekiland 58
Graves Co. TImePlece Classi
c
Graves Co 61 Union City moo
I
5
Marshall Co 60 Heath 35
Twin Lakes Holiday Class
ic
(et Clinton Co.)
Calloway Co 46, Casey Co 44
Ballard Memorial 71. Cumbe
rland Co
51
Calloway Co 73, Magoffin
Co 45
Today
Hickman Co at Murray. 6 30
pm
Carlisle Co at Lone Oak. 7
30 p m
KME Classic (at Trigg Co.)
Headland vs Trigg Co 8 p m
Paducah Tilghman Chris
tmas bourn.
Mayfield vs Hopkinsville, 10 a
m
Franklin-Simpson vs Mayfield
2P
Union Co vs Paducah Tilghman m
3 30
pm
Livingston Central vs Paducah
Tilghman. 7 30 p m
Twin Lakes Holiday Classic
(at
Clinton Co.)
Ballard Memorial vs Madison
Southern,
8 30 p m
Ballard Memorial vs Lou Holy
Cross
5 30 p m
Calloway Co vs Clinton Co 7
pm

II'I' (.1 l<1 L
B \ski I It I 1

Calloway wins on Simmons
buzzer-beater
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04/15" SPECMIS HARDPA
WOOD FLOORING JACUZZI TUBS

SUNDAY - BOGO.Pizza (1 'mil
MONDAY ,v/Gur wiNGs 29c Buffalo Wings
71:
TUESDAY 10" Pizza Topping)
WEDNESDAY //IMP DA)

Starting at ;1.59 Sq Ft
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An Burger w/Fries
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Chicken Tenders

SHOPPES OF MURRAY •(270) 7620022

1
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CARPET REMNANTS1

Starting at 590 Sq Ft

IN STOCK

i_aCTHEN CABINETS
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Racers giving back
during holiday season

•Racers
From Page 6A
ally taking cart: of tlte ball.
thought our shot ,dectuin wasn't
great at times against Western
Kentucky.With the win over WK(!, the
Racers are on a three-game win
Mug streak, their longest of the
season, and have a chance to
carry a world of momentum into
the holidays if they can escape the
Elam Center tonight.
"You want to go home with a
good taste in your 1110111h, a good
feeling for your team and whenc
you are,- Kennedy said. -That's
why the Martin game coming up
is such a big key for us"
I. Marlin was picked to finish last in the conference in preseason polling, and the Skyhawks
are as young as the Racers are
experienced.
But that youth is talented, and
it makes Kennedy less confident
of exactly what he'll see against

put into the project, and Kroger
for helping with the purchasing
I IILETES, ST'A,FF of eggs."
The team that collected the
HELP OUT
most items for the drive was the
LOCAL CHARITIES women's golf team. The ninemember team collected a total
of 1,784 food items and donated
From MSU Athletics
Giving back to the local com- $123 dollars.
The other to producers for
munity is a traditiim for the
Murray
State
Athletics the drive were the cheerleaders,
Department and this holiday football, baseball and men's
golf.
season has been no different.
The basketball teams got
Over the past month the student-athletes and the department involved with a second drive,
staff have combined to help out but this time it waa to collect
three different local charities; toys for the Murray Family
Center's
Needhne of Murray-Calloway Resource
Tiger
County,
Murray
Family Christmas.
The teams collected toys at
Resource
Center's
Tiger
Christmas and Calloway County the men's game versus Bethel
(Dec. 15) from fans at the
Family Resource Center.
"It's always important, espe- game. Fans that brought in a
cially this time of year, to give new toy were given admission
hack to the community and to the game for $1. The depart- From Page 6A
those in need," said Director of ment took in 34 new toys for approaching full strength.
Schwab missed most of last
Athletics Allen Ward. "I'm local children.
"As a department we wanted week's practices after being
proud of our student-athletes,
our SAAC,and my staff for tak- to do something for the commu- knocked out of MSU's game at
ing on these projects and appre- nity again this season," said Purdue on Dec. 12. Cross said
ciate the tremendous support of Ticket Manager Susan Darnell. he is hoping she will be better
"Last year the toy drive was a conditioning -wise
our Racers fan base. I hope
by
we've made a difference in the huge success. We had donations Wednesday.
from our patrons and from our
Theeeout on the table?
lives of those we touched."
The Racers took a 61-59 lead
All 300-plus Racers student- staff in the athletic department.
athletes participated in the annu- The athletic family of MSU just with 21 seconds remaining on
al food drive for the Needline of wanted to help make Christmas two free throws by Mary Jehlik
Murray -Calloway
County happen for a few boys and Saturday. but a three-pointer by
girls."
Sill and a subsequent miss on a
Christina% Baskets.
The student-athletes are not drive by Mariah Robinson
The
Student-Athlete
Advisory Council (SAAC) the only ones that get involved ended the game in favor of the
holds a contest between teams to donate to local charities, as Salukis.
Cross said he thought about
to sec which one can collect the the stall of the athletics departmost non-perishable items or ment got together to Adopt a calling his last tirneout after
Family through the Calloway Jehlik's free throws and again
money for eggs.
Family
In 2010 the department col- Country
Resource after Teri Oliver's three in order
lected 5.275 food items and Center. This is the second year to set a play for his squad, but
raised $600 to purchase 600 that the department has con- decided to let the game continue in both instances, a decision
dozen eggs for a total of 5,875 tributed to the program.
This year the department was he defended Monday.
items.
With the Racers holding a
"I am extremely grateful with able to completely fulfill the
the level of support for this serv- wish list of a family with four two-point lead on defense, he
ice project," said Assistant AD children that lost all their pos- said he didn't want to give
SIU's coaches, who had no
for Compliance Ste're Harrell."I sessions in a fire.
"The athletics family at MSU more timeouts, a chance to
hope that it was an opportunity
for members of the community is a very compassionate and giv- draw up an offensive play.
"We stayed in the press.
to meet our student-athletes and ing family," Darnell added.
build relationships that will con- "This is the second year we because that was the one thing I
tinue to foster community rela- have adopted a family and again knew (SRI)didn't want us to be
we had great success with it. It in at that point,- said Cross,
tionships.
"I especially want to thank is nice to be able to provide whose squad had rallied from
Dr. Tammy Tuner in Humanities something for a family that an eight-point deficit with 1:44
and Fine Arts for her involve- might not be able to have a left thanks to turnovers caused
ment, the miomen's golf team for Christmas without some help
the incredible effort that they this year."
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Freshman forward Troy King
haN v. us !hi cc ci msecutive ()V('
Freshman of the Week awards
while tellow heshman Mike
cabo is one of the conference',
Isp three-p(nnt shooter., and is
averaging 12.S points per game
Senior guards Reuben (laytkm
and Benzor Simmons ate the
proven commodities in Mania.
and both are averaging around 12
Exams per game a, well to g he
the Skyhawks three double-figurc
scorers.
"The things that concern site in
our league right HOW arc the
teams that got better with new
players.- Kennedy said, referencing Li M as well as Austin Pcay.
which sits atop the conference at
A-0 and 7-6 overall.
You just never know. Austin
Peay has improved their team
with two or three new players
who are doing good things for

them. and Mai tin pla(s a lot of
iiew guys. You ne( et know what
youi opponent p- pomp to ix. like.
especially Mien they've got a lot
of new guys.l'he Skyhawks play a intr=tly
uptempo game which has led to a
lot of high -scoring aft airs this
season
they rank Until in the
()V(' in scoring ollense but have
the league's worst scoring
defense, giving up 75.6 points pet
game.
Defensively. t I'M pla‘ss lot
of

'
C
W:is ciF,I,Le,..S.:::1- irit Center. They will return
home immediately after the
Matins is also a place to which
Racei lans usually travel well,
g
staitTe.t-linig the squad is hoping foi
thi, time around despite the fad
that the game will bc 'dosed on a
I ocm.l.e, night diu iii.. ihe lt,iiiilay
•.(1.T.Li 11,11
Playing like Racers?
ht. iiiied., eciuwd

Ian-to-Mart mmictlunp that

slit odd play Imo the Raccis' fist
if it holds true tonight. KennedN
said.
Feels Ike home?
Though is is a toad game,
making the hour long top to
Ma'am us w ithi suit mans ()I the
perils of insist away games
The Racers slept iii their own
beds Monday night and even
practiced this morning in the

Jenkins' sett-

i i ai s it egarding the Racers'
the passion and
against
1:)11a
1 K
intl'il ittucky into more
illtilltlialC matchups isuch ast
U night's.

"Fast year's team.
one thing they (lid botor than any
team I've ever coached was they
embt aced the nest game," he
said "They embraced being at
NlulTily State and appreciated our
nadmon I'm hoping this team
w ill go some at Mal game soon."

•Women

by the press.
"On the offensive end, I was
going to call a time out, but
Mariah Robinson had her main
beat at the top of the key. and I
really thought it was going to
create a scoring opportunity.
She just penetrated a little too
deeply into the defense and we
weren't able to get off a clean
look at the end."
On guard
The Racers will approach
Tennessee-Martin', freshman
guard duo with caution on
Wednesday.
The tandem of Heather
Butler and Jasmine Newsome
are LITM's two leading scorers.
averaging 19.5 and 15.4 points
per game respectively.
Both Butler and New some
are west Tennessee natives,
with Butler hailing from
Medina and Newsome coining
from Millington.
The pair 'nave combined with
fellow freshman Beth Hawn to
win four out of five Ohio Valles.
Conference Freshman of he
Week honors so far this season.
"They are two outstanding
guards," Cross said. "They ale
little, quick, they can shoot the
thrce. put it on the floor, and
both of them can go either way.
have two people who can
create their own shot with the
ball in their hands is something

were kind of lacking light
now."
The Skyhawks (6-5. I - 1
()V(') aren't quite as strong on
the interior, where they allowed

Indiana State center '
-utijusuut is
1 honias to score 28 points and
grab 21 1i:hounds in then 1,1,1
outing, a 68-66 win mi.
Sycamores on South's

merit to buy.
No start-up costs.
Get DIIRECTV today.

Li

".

TV

WOOD ELECTRONICS INC
403 MAPLE ST

On th• Court Squar•

270-753-0530

To

AvntOrorta 11.)40.... TV :1.41,•f Ata,
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bi•
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The staff of
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

McNutt Insurance and
Peel itz Holland es tend warm

CCMS boys split at
North Marshall tourney

wishes to tint arid vi ml' famik
for :1 Merry (.1msonas and
'owns hohda% season

For /be per,,,,n

LADY [AKERS
DEFEAT BENTON

Anderson added five.
The Lakers stumbled in their
second round game, losing to
North Marshall 58-22. Anderson
Staff Report
led the way for Calloway with
The Calloway County eighth
eight points. The Lakers will
grade boys played in the North
return to action on Jan. 4, when
Marshall (7hristmas Tournament
they host South Marshall
over the weekend, going 1-1 in
Middle.
their two games.
On the girls side, the Lady
In the first round they defeatLakers were also victorious in
ed Benton on a buzzer beater, as
their opening round game of the
Matthew Winder drove the baseNorth
Marshall Christmas
line and and fed the ball to Matt
Tournament, defeating Benton
Utter who made a short floater
23-22.
as time expired for the 38-37
Kelsey Douglas led the way
victory.
with 13, while Ashlyn Stalls
Hiter was the leading scorer
added eight.
with 13, followed by Hunter
Results of Saturday's semiSmith with 12.
final match with North Marshall
John Paschall chipped in
were unavailable.
eight
points and
Austin

ha, ererylb /hi.••

Give the
Gift ofRelaxation!
Thank, t..r making 2010 .4 gut ii Slat NILiliVirtakit
Mrol the r "trtlfig
at, Ingokirliit,rsmnt in
•
hi II 21)1 I

We now have Christmas Gilt Baskets filled

with Gilt Cards, Relaxation Products,
Aromatherapy & more.
With at variety of sizes & price ranges, we have
something for everyone.

Order Yours Thday!
1710 C Hwy. 121 North • Murray. KY .42071

(270) 761-REST (7378)
theret reatormurray.com

A New Year, A New You!
Become A
Non-Smoker!

At the close of another year, we gratefully
pause to wish you a warm and very

Merry Christmas!!
- ; A I",,.,

Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoki
ng
Free classes begin Tuesday, Jan. 4th

I"
'6,
4
--.411116.

Center of Health & Wellness Conference Room
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

tap Ittaitg

The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effecti
ve ways to stop smoking, is
now available. Whether you've tried before or
just know you should stop, this
program is for you. Class meets each Tuesday for
13 weeks. Space is limited.
So register now!

Center for Health & Wellness
270-762-1348
dscoildw

"1)1
..../,
HealthAtIlness
,.., 0..1,l 1111.A1,11,-'.4,7,1%
l
Ii1 .5.,,,..,..,-. s.., n4.4.......„

aew
MURRAY-CA.11AM
COUNT,

ti

Gift CtIrtific,it.e.)
I 'riv,it

1A,Irty Poonif)

- (,)() r)ook Your Kirty NOW!!
Live Music, On Ihut- ,(1,,ty Nights!!
Moo.- Sat. I 1 a.m.- Midnight

"05011A1

We Speesanse tn You
-i<Newras

I 1..10

Kentucky Canter Prop-Am

759-8866 • 1005 Arcadia Circle, Murray (behind Cheri Theater)
www.bigoppiemormy.com

SECTION

TUESDAY
DECEMBER 21, 2010

LEARNING
Armee

Photo provided

Photo provided

ARCHERY: Austin Kemp, Murray Middle School eighth grade student, placed third in the
Logan County High School Archery Shootout Tournament. Kemp shot a 278 of of a possible
300 points. Kemp is pictured with Randy Louis, MHS Archery Tournament coach.

READERS: First graders from Sheila Cooper's class shared a book they each wrote with
kindergarteners at Southwest Elementary. From left, Sam Allen, Ty Weatherly and Justin
Morgan.

Photo provided

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: Pictured are the November students of the month for the seventh grade at Calloway County Middle School. From left, Colton Raines, Kayla Boren, Sara
" Maxwell and Bradley Kelso.

Photo provided

GIFTS: Students in Beth Wood's P4 class at Murray Elementary hold wrapped gifts for a child
the class adopted from the Tiger Christmas program. The class chose to focus on giving this
holiday season and brought in over 30 gifts for their adopted child.

FEATURED HOME

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

realty

team

This beautiful 4 bedroom and 2 bath home in
Canterbury Estates has many recent updates that
make this a great home. new AO yr roof in 2005,
kitchen remodel in 2007, screen porch in 2(X)9.
remodeled bathroom in 2007. new carpet in 2010
and new tile in 2()07. Must see to appreciate.
3159.000

270.753.9999
See this boom and many More
at www.sbgproperty.com
Photo provided

DONATIONS: Second grade students at North Elementary School sit on stability ball chairs
donated by local businesses: Chen Theatres, Primary Care, August Moon, Dairy Queen,
Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank, Steele & Allbritten, Murray Electric System, Haverstock, Bell
& Pittman, Walter's Pharmacy and Dr. Tina Carter

AUdidOgy&
4r71
He 7
"
Center
It's like a new world to hear
clearly without big hearing
aids in your ears. The
solutions offered through
Dr. Malian° have truly
changed the way I hear.

As we welcome this season of
peace and joy, our thoughts turn to the
many good folks who have blessed us
with their generosity and support, and
we wish you all the very, merriest season

--R.C. Riley
Nf I)t

>si.11

100% SERVICE

liCerl
clft

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
IN WRITING

As the most experienced
Doctor of Audiology in Western
Kentucky, Dr Tony Million° has
the education, experience and

os.-4\

p

knowledge to provide sound
solutions for your lite.

4%m 3

-Tony Million°,
Au.0, Doctor ofAudiology

NFini

270.554.9092

270.753.5570

www.wkyhearing.com

1ERMITE & PEST

4

CONTROL

939 St. Rt. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071

1711 N121 Bypass•Murray

nr) h(!ir PIM;

4.

Qur figine Office

iloOKIVOIROirr,

150 Brett Chase,Ste B•Paducah
VIt'V. (HP OOP .01(111,11 VI( It

followed by a happy and prosperous year.

Medlars
ind Mod Instance
Aocoolod

270-753-6433• 1-800-264-1433
Chad Parks, Manager
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the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times oil be
responsible for only one incorrect
ineertkin. Any error should be reportrid ininsdatsly so oor:cclions can
be made.
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$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! I Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period 1
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Sh ping Guide)
$8.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 150 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 112 per word per day.
3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
4•.J II Ii1.
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Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
•41411.5ce at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-SAO p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
linpowNd
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ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include serv-1
icing established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and sumiunding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary wilL be
based on education and sales experience.

Noels
Jones
C.A.
Management Group is
aocepting app&cations
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment: •
Positions available on
2nd and 3rd shifts

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requeseed Is aback
Pus first insertIon of
their ad for any error.
Murray Lodger &
Times van be responstile for only este
IMMO% Inesellen.
Any error Mould be
repelled lirranedkately
so eerreeilone can
be made.
PADUCAH Day or
Night Real Estate 96/hr
Licensing
Class.
1-6-2011.
Begins
Graduate few weeks
up to 12 months.
Coldwell
Location:
Conference
Banker
Room, Exit 4. Pre-register cash, check,
debit/credit cards, payment plan. 270-2230789.
American
Career
Training Real Estate
School, since 1992_
E -mail
defoiseadems0yahoo.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ine Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Causer we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Her.at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
HdpWanlid

Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckjones.nel
Visit
www,chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions
If hired applicants must

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger Si Times
P.O. Box 1840-Z
Murray,KY 42071

TAKING
APPLICATIONS

pass a background

vice.com

Rudolph lie is seeking serf motivated, career
minded individuals to NI inside sales positions
within the Murray corporate headquarters.

Commuter( Options,

Applicants wilt computer (Word & Excel) and
telephone skills and experience in telephone
sales and/or marketing preferred.

Responsibiliti•s
include assisting iv/
daily living skills & the

Successful eirepioyess demonstrate a strong
work ethic combined with orgeinizailkenal.
verbal, and written communication skills

Submit resume to:
Jerry Green
Rudolph The
P.O. Sox le
Murray, KY 42071
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

111111Litislis

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Sew
dollars, helves,

developmere of independent community living, administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and accompanying individual to
from appointments /
activities. H S diploma /
GED, a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background are a
must! EOE Please submit
resume
to:
Carla.Spencer0como
p.org or fax to:
270-906-2284

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on tail cla•siiieds

wehpatee at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However. at: a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the rohnetwork 1.0111
are placed through
the Mori ay Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you IiiRc any
questions :et:aiding
the Munay area
job listings Thank you

0-1CoNalti
S9LLES PE1tS014-14-Ei
• Tarr Time
• Lemfuter..skilis ti 'Retail Elierience 'Required.
•()saying 'Prrcenality a 'Pius
•'Muir 'Be 'Able It'ork sanirdayui ifisCxcessaru
Andy In Person at
305 14-ort1 12th Street, Murray

lie Place

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full Time
SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitite salary, paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply in person at
305 S. 12th Street, Murray

cider TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20, 1- 27 inch $30,
DVD's, and
VCR
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4:00pm, if
interested in purchasing any or all.
HAY for sale
$300/ Bale
753-1287

=Lou
22 cu. ft. Hot Porn
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little
270-761-5340

I A R(.1
SELF( lION
11%1

1/15i( I %

VrA111) I I KIN%

(170) 753 1/13

P1 Cfl

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

FIREWOOD(
270)210-6267. Pick
up or delivery
FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices.
293 1357 or
270-559-1424.

FULL OR PART time
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

305
2BA
Mounufectured Home
on 2.5/acres. 30x40
Shop and Out-Budding.
$75,000 270-436-2905
38R, 2BA with land.
•
$29,9010, 00041
708-805-0107

Nome For Rid
205, IBA $350/month
270-753-0441
38R $295.00
753-8012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9006

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex, C/H/A, w/d,
$500
4BR house near MSU
$700
753-0606
leR Apartment. Clean
& Nice. All appliances
including W/D. No pets.
270-436-2524,
Carl 270-293-6906
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Crisman RE
753-9898.
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980.
29R, 1.513A Duplex in
Lynn Grove. 270-2934704. 270-293-6448
205,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished_
S600/month, no pets.
753-2225.
2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom. deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
tot

GRAPHIC Asst. need-

ANTIQUES, Call Larry

ed with ai/Photoshop
experience,
Adobe,
Excel, word & others
Hours- M-F 8-5pm
negotiable.
Salary
Resume to. Mgr., P.O.
Box 363,. Murray, KY
42071.

753-3633

DELIVERY Tech needNEEDED:
ed at Aarons Sales
Lease Apply at store Foreman/Trimmer for
1405 North 12th Street, Trim Lift Crew, with
CDL. 859-314-8113
270-759-2393

FOR SALE: 2 Color

I Chiklews
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References
293-3253

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

ASE Ware!
Near MSU
753-7f

GAl

Etist;IEN-{ 4.Ne -rtr.iEN

STORM
PROP

119 E.
(270) 75:
Cell: (270);
9 a.m. -4f

2002 Clayton, 16x80,
38R, 20A, vinyl siding,
extra clean. Excellent
condlkon.
270-409-2525
205 & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-8012

Ultimate 2
Home Gym. Like new.
$1,400, 270-436-2667

Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270753-4161

1111
L-F

Woes For Sok

Bowflex

Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N-

VERY nice
garage. cn
appliances
RE
753-9898

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson at
270-753-1916

Rudolph Tire offers a competitive compensation
and benefit package.

Ankles
For Ws

1111 r
I c(h4er
itm
IOW ‘11iiiii( 11 \\
Nlut ra\ i\"1

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for.150

Positions require attention to detail and ability
to work with customers, co-workers, and
managentent.

Inc_ a national non-

profit dedicated to
empowering Indduals w/ developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton. KY. FT PT and
opportunities
Sub
avail•bl•!

$anta $avings

Past exposure to wholesale tire industry is not
required.

quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brarxion
293-6909

check and drug screen

pal

Sales Rapresentatrve

An Equal Opportunity Employer

housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
2 people needed for
general cleaning. $9
per hour depending on
experience_
Hours:
5:30pm until job is
complete. Call Frank
Turkall at 615-7886984 or e-mail resume
to
Hurkall9tile way stir-

I4111.1r$

3 bedroom
house for N
acres locate(
$675.00 a rr
also have a:
2 bath house
for
$700(
require a I
lease. one
deposit and
CaN for furthe
bon 270-753-

Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
Drive
I Sns
111K & 2EIR Apts
270-753-8356
TDD I-800-545-11133
Ext. 2.10
qual opportunity

t

Very nice,--larii,1-61
.4.
All appliances, including washer and dryer.
270-759-5885 or 2
70-293 7085

Set
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bed
room apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..

rue to the holidays some
deadlines have ehanged.

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
Of cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

Friday's deadline is
Wednesday at 1H0

NEAR university. Like
new large 2B6 C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450 +
depose (
270)978-0913
Nice furnished
apartment. Call
270-753-3474

1813

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 31)edroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-498,4_
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Largo dock
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

By MARY
JALONICI
Associate(
WASH

Thursday's deadline is
Tuesday at 1000 ans

We will not print a paper
Saturday, Pee. 25th.

IT'S E
COVE

Monday's deadline is
Thursday at 1000 VII

NOT
For Rent

For Runt
2BR, 113A, 5min North
of Murray. r,o pets
759-4826.
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.

3 &

4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locations
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

VYher you t
But with Sal
agent wto

* * WKS * *1

HOLLY DAY

* SOUP11101111 *
Give a gift subscription to the
MURRA1

*

* LIALIT &TIMES *I

e
I
I
I
I

Home Delivery
Local Mall
«,00.•,)
3ms.
-VOA
6
........$55.011
I yr............ 3105.00 6 ma
I
Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.60
$70.50 3 me.
$96.00 6 mo.
$96.00
$120.00 1 yr.
$145.00

Punt ear C114..

3 mu
6 mo
1 yr

Study in paradise.
9/miles from campus.
515 Saddle Ln. 6/acres

$500/mo

Cheek

206-883-6219
411I

Money Order

Visa

e
s

e

Name

Houses For Rent
St Address
1BR, Lease & Deposit.
No Pets! 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
21313, I BA $425/mo.
$425/dep.
293-1017, 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd
2BR,
1BA,
2-car
garage, large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.

Ir

Senate on
sweeping
safer, send'
the waning
It was
Senate pas
would giv

City
State
Zip
1
Daytime Ph.
I
•
Mail this coupon with payment to.

I

Murray Ledger & Times
PO. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

e

WILL

& Times

atssanns

Murray Ledger & limes

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
zo n its
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

5

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

Homes For Sale
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
FREE kittens
293-1017, 753-1159_
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC, male $.200270 251 0310
$300
evenings
SWEET
French
Bulldog puppy $400
Call for more info Cell
904-382-5472

MBC Storage
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Ughts and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
khind *way Business Center

Elides

309 Woodlawn 3BR
decor
new
28A.
$77,900 474-2520.

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Lead Vacuuming

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
in
home
Brick
Bnarcrest Subdivision
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

liroustng Act Notice

All real estate adsertwed herein
as suhiect to the Federal Fair
'lousing Ad, which mak,. at
illegal tar adveitise 4111 preference limitabor or discrimination based on rate, ,olor religion. set, handicap. tamilial sta
(us iir national origin. or inten-

t r:141 rt

[
11
L
1
7
-76, Rad
3 bedroom 1 bath
house for rent with 3
acres located in Hazel.
$675.00 a month_ We
also have a 3 bedroom
2 bath house in Murray
for
$700 DO_
We
require a one year
lease, one
month
deposit and no pets.
Cal for further information 270-753-2905.

I,
-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

w all know ingl+ Jiiept 3m,
tor red ,
e tate which
is not an +tolatkm ot the law All
persons are hereti !Mooned
that all dwellings adverb...lark
advertisinF

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

available on an Nual oprorna

`,1 Ft","`
riirr t. KV
.)/0-75:1

You ran count on the
most experienced
in West Ky.
,
403 Tom Taylor Trail

2934/172

V=.1.7=

720 S. 4TH ST.
111k15 $41
12701436-2524
(2711293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Securay alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
5000
.1$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

broad new powers to increase
inspections of food processing
facilities and force companies to
recall tainted food. The chamber
passed the bill for the first time
three weeks ago. but it was
caught in a constitutional snag
when
senators
mistakenly
included tax provisions that are
by law supposed to originate in
the House.

WASIIINtiTON (AP)
The
Senate on Sunday passed a

sweeping bill to make food
safer, sending it to the House in
the waning days of Congress.
It was the second time the
Senate passed the bill, which
would give the government

IT'S EASIER TO GET THE RIGHT
COVERAGE FACE-TO-FACE

NOT FACE-TO-SCREEN.

*Rent

Houses
C/H/A,
Locations

SafeCo 1111•r. -31
'ivher you buy insurance mire sometimes s hare to get answers
But with Safeco Ir suraixv you talk to a real person an independent
agent who II help you get the night policy at the right price

WILLIS INSURANCE,INC.
270-753-8485
201 N 5th St
Murray. KY 42071
tnitu-WINA I Ntr%;

•
•

!.:y

He-... ('urn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Revtew
•Discovery Flight

753-9562

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

I Limiltrin (iranite
\Iji bi t•

1111/1k2kk.M.141.1

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

The version of the legislation
passed by the Senate on Sunday
is amended to avoid another
such mishap.
The bill would place stricter
standards on imported foods and
require larger producers to follow tougher rules for keeping
food safe. The legislation has
enjoyed bipartisan support. and
supporters say passage is crucial
in the wake of E. coli and salmonella outbreaks in peanuts, eggs
and produce.
Recent domestic outbreaks(4E. coil and salmonella have
exposed a lack of resources and
authority at the Food and Drug
Administration as the embattled
agency struggled to contain and
trace the contaminated products.
The agency rarely inspects
many food facilities and farms,
visiting some every decade or so
and others not at all.
The hill would emphasize
prevention so. the agency could
try to stop outbreaks before they
begin. Farmers and food processors would have to tell the FDA
how they are working to keep
their food safe at different stages
of production.
The House originally tried to
rectify the Senate mistake by
including the legislation in a

Handyman Work

Jacob
270-)78-0278

• weekly & see oil pickups
owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

AP_357) 05'3

...$3548
.46380
3118.011

Mau
item
...$75.00

$145.00

Lo:

year-end budget bill. Senators
also included food safety in their
version of the budget bill. but
the spending legislation hit a
roadblock when Republicans
insisted it not include any addohs.
Senate Majority
Leader
Harry Reid. D-Nev.. resurrected
the bill - which many thought
was dead as Congress rushes to
wrap up for the year -- by passing it and sending it to the House
as a standalone measure Sunday.
He said the bill is necessary
because the food safety system
has not been updated in almost a
century.
Sen. Toni Harkin, D-lowa, a
lead sponsor of the bill, said:
-Tonight. we achieved a critical
victory. bringing this bill one
step closer to the finish line. I
look forward to standing with
the president as he signs this
important measure into law."
"It is a huge victory for consumers following a weekend
cliffhanger as both consumer
and industry supporters prepared for had news," said
Caroline Smith DeWaal, director of food safety at the Center
for Science in the Public
Interest,

lakelaud

'I

ChemAry-

tall

leaner I iedithier

Be Safe, Cell Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your planting and yard
cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
tabs sr PI IBLIC SERVICE

ANNOUNCEMENT

Division
of Home Depot

A
A

c20/1

5
6
9
3

1
7

YEARRY S
Tree
Service
Free esti
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

•

• latcali

Superior Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning

Ewen:arm irnii..rante -Linear+
ompre., American Sures
-erisar• Sures
'
ara'pan atlecias
.CfM1 stares ProleIrvo
StANITA tarrjInLutanc• COmcia,
y A11101.
Curnse.• 1 of Ametici Fee Nshungi ImolenLit Company .30
CWTROTTY SON/CO
581t4:"± 1.,,lincit
J
.
, 'a,eco
Satiecc Loris
itnue C.:imp:ley and LAM* a
ac 'a
• 7`41-,

8
7
1
4
5
2

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

270.703-1021

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
FUTRELL'S Tree
Dozer, back hoe and
Service
work
hoe
track
Trimming,
removal,
Installation and repair stump grinding. fireon septic systems wood Insured
Now offering septic 489-2839
tank pumping Maio,
credit cards accepted
H
978-0404
\1\\ \(.1 \II \ I

1
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs. exp 293
8814

3
4
2
8
6
9

753-8087

PICK UP

Used Trucks

lend

9
3
4
1
2
8

Services Offered

3301 St Rt 121N

FREE

Additions Remodeling.
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs workers comp
Insured
227 2617

92 Ford Truck 351
Windsor
engine
$2.000 080 270-8045060. 270-227-8266

7 5 6 8
5 1 3 2
6 7 9 4

Services Offered

270.703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

ADAMS Home
Improvement

1141.41MAIIIICS

,
Olt n it to ;wing
•

5 1 4 3

24 Noun seam'

Senate passes food safety bill, again "mscsme
By MARY CLARE
JALONICK
Associated Press

1 3 5 8
4 2 7
8 1 2
5 3 6
9 6 5
7 8 9

6
9
7
2
3

3
9
2
1
5
8
7
4
6

530

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insureci
753-TREE (8733)

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work

4 29 1
8 6 7 4

I hilisuliv Level **

Sim_e 191Sh

Lob For Sib

LOT FOR SALE BY
OWNER! Country living
near
Murray
between 2 beautiful
homes. A 3 acre lot for
$60,000 or 4 5 acre lot
for $70.000. Build your
one-story 2,000 square
feet (minimum) dream
home or a one and a
half or story residence
of 1.500 square feet
(ground Boor). The lot
is located on Oaks
Country Club Road
near the interseceon of
Wiswell Road. Call
270-435-4001

Answer to previous puzzle

7

Hill Electrici

We Finance

10X10 $2.5

4

753-7728

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient, 38R, 2BA 2car garage 2.240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway.
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781. 559-2032

Housing Advertising requirements. contakt StAA Counsel
Rene P %lam,iirni /48.1000

41 enter M 121 S. &

4
3 7 2 8
32
84
74
5
38
75
31
2 7 9 6 1
2

'Knight's

New 2-4
Bedrooms homes In
likereeld Estates.
Meal Prove
Proles/iamb

Fair Wither assistente with Fall'

L RENTAL(
MINI-STORAGE

9

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 153.1916

nitv bast.

VERY nice 3E1R with
garage, C/WA. and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9698

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

State laws forbid d I- mutant an
in the -ale rental iir advertising
ot real estate bawd an
in
addition to ihti.e prot.red
under trieral law

Conceptis SudoKu
.._

753-1816 227-061

tion to make .ins suth rimier

elves limitations air docrunana
non

SUDOKU

satistartion guarantee.

!Murray Ledger lk Times Fair

cmher 21, .l( l(( •

I

2r•-e-e-tr te/a

ROOFING Licensed
fully
insured
arid
Adam s
Home
Improvement
270-227.2617
_
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do 50 at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of •
Murray Ledger &
Times

First Come

First Serve

Plriase
No Phone Call&

IcueIIisBIgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday. Dec. 22, 2010:
This year, dealing with two different forces or situations helps you
perfect the art of juggling. Use your creati‘ ity to ovate a middle
ground. You also can allow opposite issues to just tit iv, deciding you
don't need to do anything. Your leM, has a uniqueness that is much
in demand. If you are single. separate your personal and professional lives. Don't let one take root in the other. Everyone will be happier that way -- above all. you. If you are attached, the two ot you need
to respect your dif terences. Often, if you detach. you can we the
validity of your sweeties ideas. Encourage differences. Lite as a
couple could be more exciting that way. CANCER has tiss.iN of test-

ing your limits.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 1 -Average. 2-Su-so: I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apri1.19)
*** You move quickly, mentally and physically You know what you
are doing Careful! Fatigue could mark a decision) at work You want
to get going and start the holiday. Give yourself space and .arne - you
are just about there_ Tonight: Happily heading home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep communicating exactly what you are thinking. Your verbal style appeals to many people, yet present fatigue in your voice
might be misread Be clear with friends how happy you are to see
them! Tonight: Hanging out is fun

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** A last-minute crisis forcing unanticipated Spending could put
the kibosh on this holiday. Slow down. Move from automatic to reflective and thoughtful. The results can only be better. Tonight: Your treat,
and don't forget yourself!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You make a special effort toward a child or loved one
Though this person might not realize what you have done immediately, he or she will eventually. Schedule time for some early Christmas
sharing. Tonight: What you want counts too.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Everyone knows that the Lion doesn't want to step out of the
limelight. Just wait a little while longer, and the spotlight will be on
you. Know that this is only a passage. Use this quiet time to complete
a project. Tonight: Take some much-needed personal time
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Meetings are strategic. You seeni to relate to the crowd
rather than the individual. Be willing to say no to another person's
request Following through might stretch you too far. Tonight- Where
others are celebrating.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Count on last-minute requests wherever you are, no matter
what you are doing. Your softer side emerges, and you lust might
overcommit yourself. You have energy, but you need to indulge yourself. Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Make sure you touch base with those at a distance while you
still have time. You could become more and more spread thin in the
next few days. Detach and try to solve an issue unrelated to the holidays. Tonight: Follow your dreams.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Relate to people directly. Sending a message might not have
the same quality as a phone call. Others are unusually gracious and
ready to share. Make time to open up and share more. Tonight Find
mtstletoe

e4eiff19r1 Aftaffs'Itiat6ry
owe./
ILa littuNfee

The Natu ml

10/
Discount for
Churches!

Lakeland ChemDry
1-270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184
Visit our website at www.chem.dry.net/lakeland.ky

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You don't defer easily. unless it is part Of the plan and it must
be your plan as well! Still, with so much pressure on your shoulders.
you might have little choice. Communication flourishes. Engage in
mere open dialogiang. Tonight. Listen to suggestions, but do what
you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Focus on one task at a time. You'll accomplish a lot very quickly, ultimately creating more free time. Be careful not to overcommit
yourself. Your plate looks fuli Be helpful, but not at the cost of damaging your holiday. Tonight Know when to stop.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Pull out the stopper and allow your imagination to NI in the
gaps with work, people and perhaps with a gift or two. You might not
be able to shut off your creativity. Tonight: Take a walk to relax, or loin
a friend for some Christmas cheer.

COMICS/FEMMES

4B • Tuesday, December 21, 2010

Weida Back

Murray ledger & Times

Parents who lost a daughter
are now in a different place

Ten years ago
well of the Murray Lions Club
Efforts that began in Septem- are pictured as the club
began
ber to rezime property at 717 Elm delivery of over 58 poinset
tias to
DEAR ABBY: My beautiful 20- a wound
that may become less
St. to be used for storage for the shut-ins here.
year-old daughter wris killed in a visible
but never goes away.
Murray Woman's Clinic were sucThe Murray congregation of
car accident. I am writing this
cessful Tuesday. Not one Elm Jehovah's Witnessess have
comnot only for myself', but for all
DEAR ABBY: My husband
Street resident was present to pleted its new meeting hall
parents who have lost a child, and
for worI struggled for years to have
protest the rezoning.
ship on North 16th Street Extendand to all of the wonderful peo- childre
n. After many attempts and
Donna Norswothy has been ed.
ple who asked. "What can I do disapp
ointments we have exhaustselected as Etnployce of the Year
Fifty years ago
for you'?"
ed all our options. It has been
by Hickory Woods Retirement
The Girl Scouts of Murray
Al the time there wasn't much extremely difficul
t for inc to accept.
Center, according to Minna Peel- donated cookies and the
Town
anyone could
My husband recently found his
et. executive director.
and Country Homemakers Club
do to help, but daughter from a previous relaMurray State Racers lost to donated the punch for
the open
after
two tionship. He knew she existed,
South Alabama 82-76 in a bas- house held recently
by the Muryears I have but his ex had kept the girl from
ketball gamy.
ray-Calloway County Library at
an
answer: him for many years. He is now
Twenty years ago
its new location at 105- North
Accept me for ecstatic and wants to spend every
Melody Parker and Nathan Sixth Street.
who I am minute with her. He tells me how
Hughes, students of Mrs. Neale
During November the sale of
NOW.
happy he is to have a daughter.
Mason, were invited to play in Series E and H
When I want to be supportive, but it
Savings Bonds
the seventh annual "Celebration in Calloway Comit
Rachel came kills me.
y amounted to
of Beethoven" by the Beethoven $12,875 to bring the
onto my life,
total for the
The girl appears to have no
Society for Pianists at Southern
11 months to $232,000, accordit changed me desire to have me in her life. I
Illinois University.
ing to Max W. Beale, bond chairprofoundly. don't know if I'll ever be able to
Published is a picture of the man for the county.
Losing
her view her as my stepdaughter_ Yes,
By
Abigai
l
postal officials who gathered
did the same. she's my husband's -- but she is
Don Spiceland, Joe Lassiter,
Van
Buren
Wednesday at the Dexter Post John Paul Nesbitt,
Her
father his, not 'ours."
Betty Osborn.
Office to celebrate the office's Linda Barberton,
and I work hard to honor her
I accept that my feelings are
Linda Allbrit100th birthday. Postmaster is Jan- ten, Jo Ann Sliger, Cheryl
memory. Ilia we will never "get somewhat selfish
, but I am not
Stubice Qevine.
over it" to the degree of being sure how to deal
blefield, Grace Garrison, Pat Wilwith them. I
who we were before. I am dif- have been in and
Maggie Jaye Tate celebrated son and Diane Cothra
out of counseln took part
ferent now. In some ways -- I ing with no change
her third birthday. Nov. 16. She in the program
at the meeting of
. Please help.
think -- better. I am kinder, more -- NOT A "REAL
is the daugther of Jim and Donna the New Concord 4-H
" MOM
Junior Club.
patient, more appreciative of small
Tate of Murray.
DEAR NOT: Stop beating
Sixty years ago
things. but I am not as outgoing yourself up for
Thirty years ago
having unpleasant
The Murray Council for Edunor as quick to laugh.
Kentucky State Police are Hives- cation was organized on
feelings. If your description is accuDec. 19
I know people mean well when rate, your husband
tigating the landing of a Dou- when representati
has allowed
ves from 30
they encourage me to get on with his daughter
glass DC-3 twin-engine airplane church and civic groups
to "clique" you out.
met at
my life, but this IS my life. My While it's unders
with a crew of three Saturday the court house. Office
tandable that
rs elected
priorities have changed. My expec- because of their
night at the Murray-Calloway
long separation
were A.B. Austin, R.I. Cooper
tations of what my future will his daughter
County Airport.
could be fixated on
and Mrs. 011ie Barnett.
hold have changed_ Please extend him and vice
Boy
Scout
versa, he should let
TroopsThe three music clubs of the
to me again the offer of "anyher know that both of you will
45, 13 and 77 will holdacity
piano pupils of Miss Lillian Walthing
I
can do" and, please, accept love her if she'll give
wide court of honor Dec. 22. at ters held Christ
you the
mas parties at the
me as I am now. -- DIFFERENT
7 p.m. at the First United Methodist homes of Mrs. Denny
Smith, Mrs.
NOW
IN
RIVER
VIEW, FLA.
chanLooce.k at it from her perspecChurch.
T.C. Doran and Mrs. Gingles WalDEAR DIFFERENT NOW: tive. If she's a young
Recently reported births include lis.
woman, she
Please accept my profound sym- is dealing with
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Brada lot of emotions
Recently reported births include
pathy for the tragic loss of your right now. Try
dock: a boy to Mr. and Mrs. a girl to Mr. and
to be patient, treat
Mrs. Albert
daughter. I hope that your letter her warmly when
Larry Mobley.
you see her,
Wilson; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
will help anyone who doesn't and give
her a chance to get to
Forty years ago
Herman Roach; and a girl to Mr.
understand that the death of a know you.
Good relationships
A branch bank of the Bank and Mrs. Arlon Willou
ghby.
child is the most devastating loss aren't hatche
d fully formed; they
of Murray will be constructed by
Charlene Orr of Winslow, Ariz.,
parents can suffer and that the expe- take time to
build.
the bank on U.S. Highway 641
and Mr. and Mrs. Gene Allbritrience is life-changing. They may
North, according to Joe Dick, ten of Dallas, Texas,
will be guests
get beyond it, but they never get
Dear Abby is written by Abipresident.
of their mother, Mrs. Laverne Oct. "over" it. To expect that
they gail Van Buren, also known as
Rue Overby and Codie Caldwould is unrealistic, because it's Jeanne Phillips.

Dear Abby

•••••

NW In Illistlni
By the Mandated Press
Today is Thesday. Dec. 21, the
355th day of 2010. There are 10
days left in the year. Winter arrives
at 6;38 p.m. Eastern time.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 21, 1620. Pilgrims
aboard the Mayflower went ashore
for the first time at present-day
Plymouth. Mass_
On this date:
In 1860. American Zionist
leader Henrietta Szold, founder of
the Jewish women's group Hadassah, was born in Baltimore_

In 1940. author F. Scott Fitzgerald died in Hollywood, Calif., at
age 44.
In 1945, Gen_ George S. Patton died in Heidelberg. Germany.
of injuries from a car accident.
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle
was elected to a seven-year term
as the first president of the Fifth
Republic of France.
In 1968, Apollo 8 was launched
on a mission to orbit the moon.
In 1971, the U.N. Security
Council chose Kurt Waldheim to
succeed U Thant as Secretary-

General.
In 1988, 270 people were killed
when a terrorist bomb exploded
aboard a Pam Am Boeing 747
over Lockerbie. Scotland. sending wreckage crashing to the
ground.
Ten years ago: President-elect
George W. Bush resigned as governor of Texas; Li Gov Rick
Perry, was sworn in to replace
him_
Five years ago: The Senate
rejected opening the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil drilling.
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DEAR DR. GO'IT: In your necessitate surgery to
remove the
article about abdominal pain, I stones or the entire
gallbladder.
think you might have missed a
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your artilikely possibility: gallbladder dis- cle about the undiag
nosed stomease.
ach problems sounded exactly like
I suPered from this for years. my niece. She suffered
for sevand no doctor took me seriously eral years until she saw
an allerbecause I did- gist, who found that she had man)
n't have gall- food allergies As long as she
stones. When avoids those foods, she is painly had free.
in
myfingaal
DEAR READER: I received
der removed, three other letters similai to yours.
alndidn't
y
have Two of those also mentioned 11.
more Pylori, along with the food allerpair. Estro- gies and sensitivities.
gte,nirri
sktne e
t
ita
Pylori is a common type
the of bacteria thought to be present
gallbladder. in about half of the world's popand a 15-year- ulation. Most people do not exhibold has con- it symptoms, nor do they experiBy
side
e ence any complications: however.
Dr. Peter Gott estrograbl
en
in for others, it can lead to potenher body.
tially serious problems.
DEAR READER: Gallbladder
Symptoms include weight loss,
disease is another cause of abdom- bloating, nausea.
vomiting, freinal pain. The pain is typically quent burping and
an ache or
on the upper right side of the burning pain
in the abdomen_
abdomen and may worsen after Complications
include ulcers of
eating, especially fatty foods. Nau- the stomach and
small intestine,
sea, vomiting and loss of appetite stomach cancer
and inflammation
may also be present_
of the stomach lining.
There are several types of gallTreatment consists of antibiotics
bladder disease that include gall- and medications
to reduce stomstones, inflammation, infection and ach acid. Further
testing to deterblockage/obstruction. Two or more mine whether the
infection has
of these can be present at the been eradicated
may be iecom.
same time. For example, inflam- mended.
mation can lead to blockage, which
Food sensitivities are rood allercan lead to infection, or gallstones gies. The differe
nt names conic into
can lead to blockage, which can
play because allergies conjure up
then lead to infection.
thoughts of hives, a-ashes, swollen
Symptoms may be reduced by throats and tongue
s, and classic
making dietary changes. These allergic reactio
ns. Sensitivities, on
can include eliminating suspected the other hand,
are often associfood allergens: increasing intake ated with
other symptoms, such
of fiber, fruits and vegetables; and as gas.
bloating, pain. constipareducing the intake of refined and tion. diarrh
ea and more Again,
fatty foods, trans fats, red meat, these are just
different symptoms
alcohol and tobacco.
caused by the same problem: the
Further treatment depends on body overreacting
to a certain
which type of gallbladder disease substance.
is present. Gallstones can be treatAvoidance of the offending food
td with medication to dissolve is the best treatme
nt. Those who
the stone, but this can take up to experience
potentially life-threattwo years and the stones often ening reactio
ns when the offendrecur. Chronic issues with stones ing food is
accidentally ingested
and inflammation more often should use
medication.

we

GIFTING AS A GIFT
Dear Heloise: I would love to
see this in print, knowing that
this hint would bring happiness
and satisfaction. I give gifts to
several people on special occasions.
such as birthdays and holidays.
I'd often hear: "Not another tier'
or "I have so many blue shirts."
I came upon the idea of donating money to their favorite charity. 'grimy well spent, and we all
benefit. -- Ruth in Toms River.
N.J.
REUSE RUBBER GLOVES
Dear Heloise: My right kitchen
rubber glove always starts leaking before the left one (since I
use my right hand more). When
this happens, 1 use them as garden gloves. The tiny leak doesn't
bother me when I'm pulling weeds.
I always wear old dress gloves
inside the rubber gloves so that
my hands don't get so sweaty and
I can wash the cloth gloves. Sometimes I just turn the "lefty" inside
out and use it on my right hand.
G.Z. in Minnesota •
SMALLER-SIZE
PRODUCTS, SAME PRICE
Dear Heloise: Have you noticed
what is going on at the grocery
stores.
'Canned fruits and vegetables have gone from 16 ounces
to 14, 14 1/2 or 15 ounces. Canned

!Sao

THE FAMOUS WORLD WAR I
FLYIN6 ACE LOOKS LONELY.,

WOULD IT HELP IF I HELP
1415 PAW FOR AWHILE?

tuna has gone from 7 ounces to
6 1/2 ounces, and now to 5 ounces.
This makes it difficult on some
of my favorite recipes. Now, we
can't even buy a half-gallon of
ice cream! It's down to 1.75 or
1.5 quarts. Do the people in charge
of these changes think we con,
sumers don't notice what they are
doing'? -- Lora in fort Wayne,
Ind.
How right you arc' Many cans
are smaller yet still cost the same
Folks, read the label carefully
befote buying an item. -- Heloise
POLARIZED PLUGS
Dear Heloise: 1 mark white
polarized plugs with a black dot
on top and mark the black plugs
with a whiie dot on top. When
plug one into the wall outlet, 1
see the dot On top and do not
have to guess which way to insert
it.
E.L. in New Hampshire
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio. TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or c-mail it to
Ileloiset at ffleloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
102010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Not at home
Actress Knightley
Miserly Marner
Like Machu Picchu
Christmas treat
Shade tree
Horace's "— Poetica"
Mars superior
Frisco team
Sleuth's find
Dancer's boss
"Why not!'
Buccaneers' base
Wise men's beacon
Assumed name
Adore
Accept eagerly
Mine yield
Web address piece
— Beta Kappa
Christmas treat
Christmas tree topper
Gawk
Seasonal songs
Important times
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Dr. Gott

Riots From Naas

T
p
Before Tax?
Dear
Heloise:
I
have a question
about
TIPPING IN
A RESTAURANT. Do
tip a percentage of the
full
bill
(including tax), or do we tip the
percentage before the tax is calculated'? Thank you very much! - P.F., Eric, Pa.
Tipping can be tricky! In general, the tip should equal between
15 percent and 20 percent of your
total tab, BEFORE tax_ Your tip
reflects the good service that you
receive_ If you are using a coupon,
tip based on the amount of the
meal before the coupon discount,
because the server has done the
job! You can tip more for excellent service.
With the holidays coming up,
some people also like to tip their
housekeeper. gardener and apartment handyman. For these folks.
a gift or gift card would he nice_
Heloise
PS.: Please tip well when you
feel like you have been served
well!
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Chronic abdominal
pain revisited
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Rockies resort
"Die Hard" star
Female grad
Sweet potato
Young ones
Last part
Eaves dropper
Expired
What protractors measure
Athens rival
Big Dipper location
— nous (between us)
Assertion
Lead weights
Ad motto
2006 Winter Games setting
Redress
Show up
Caravan site
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